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Reeves Gets G012-Nothination
By MATT SANDERS
News Editor
Ray Reeves, a Murray
businessman, received by acclamation the Republican
nomination for First District state
senator at a GOP meeting
Wednesday night in the Graves
County Courthouse, Mayfield.
Reeves and Gregory Higdon, a
Graves County businessman, will
vie for the senate seat, vacated by
Richard Weisenberger who is running unopposed for Graves County
commonwealth attorney, in the
Nov.3 election.
-

Ray Reeves

"It's going to be a challenge and
it's going to take hard work,"
Reeves said. "My chances are as
good as his."
Reeves said he feels he would
make a capable state senator
because he "could send a message
to Frankfort that we (the people of
West Kentucky) had been
neglected. I'll stand up for what's
right. I'll only make decisions that
I can live with."
Major issues in the race could
be agriculture and expansion and
improvement of roads, Reeves
said.
For right now, Reeves said he
"needs to get around to the different counties and talk to people.
We need to let the people know we
have someone who will stand up
for West Kentucky in Frankfort."
A meeting was scheduled for
noon today with Reeves and his
campaign officials — Phil Myers.
Mayfield, chairman; Bill Fandrich, Murray, treasurer; and
Hunt Smock, Murray, finance
chairman.
Other campaign officials willjw
named at a later date, Reeves
.said. A former educator, Reeves, 40,
is the owner of the MurrayCalloway County Realty, West
Kentucky Asphalt Co. and The Old
Kentucky Furniture Shoppe, all
located in Murray.
Reeves is married to the former

Cheryl Mae Bostick of Water nomination over Calloway CounValley. They have two children —
ty's Maned Vinson.
Christine,8,and Angie.6.
Bill Fandrich, of the Calloway
A track All-American at Fuller- County Republican committee,
ton (Calif.) College, Reeves serv- agreed with Westberry, saying he
ed three years in the U.S. Army in felt Reeves possibly could pick up
the infantry in Berlin, Germany several Democratic votes.
"When we leave here, we'll be in
and had a classified position at
Fort Lewis, Wash., before being harmony. The other side didn't,"
honorably discharged. Reeves Fandrich said.
"ICS going to be anu uphill batalso has a doctorate degree in
tle," Fandrich added, "But he'll
school administration.
"I think it's super a Republican do good in Calloway County.
Ray is a good, candidate and if
is in the race down here," Kent
Westberry, of the state he loses, he'll make a good canRepublican ,headquarters, didate for something else."
Frankfort,said. "He's sticking his
"The boy has to have publicity,"
neck out but he'll run hard.
Ed Thurmond, chairman of the
"Whatever we in Frankfort can Calloway County Republicans,
do, have to do, we will do. This will said. "He needs to make his
not be a token race. We will out qualifications known. Name
organize and outrace the recognition is the key to getting
Democrats."
elected."
Westberry said he felt aftr the
Thurmond also felt several
_ ``controversy" of the Democratic Democrats may support Reeves.
nomination, Democratic -disharThurmond and Fandrich, both
mony" may aid Reeves'. cam- said they would like to have
paign.
Reeves and Higdon meet in a
"We'll try to captialize on it," he debate.
added. "We - need to find the
feel real good about it
dissatisfied people and get them to i Reeves' nomination)," Charles
know Ray Reeves."
Rodgers, Madisonville, first
In the Democratic nominating .distfict Republican chairman who.
, meeting Saturday, members of presided over the meeting, said.
It used to be the Republican parthe Calloway County committee
changed their votes on the second ty in Kentucky) was like a swim-nominating 'ballot and one iner trying to tread water. Now
member left before the second there are more party candidates
,
vote which gave Higdon the running statewide."

Egypt's Parliament Endorses Mubarak
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Egypt's
Parliament gave a 5-to-1 endorsement to Vice President Hosni
Mubarak as the sole candidate to
succeed slain President Anwar
Sadat in a nationwide election
next Tuesday.
Meeting in emergency session
Wednesday, 330 members of
Parliament — 69 more than the
needed two-thirds — seconded the
nomination of Mubarak by Sadat's
National Democratic Party. Officials said there were 55 abstentions, four absentees and three

was by no means a coup attempt."
disqualified votes.
"There is a long story behind all
Mubarak, the air force commander groomed by Sadat to be this, but I prefer to wait till the inhis successor, accepted the terrogation is completed,
nomination in a televised late- Mubarak said.
Defense Minister Abdel Halim
night meeting with a parliamentary delegation.
Abu Ghazala said the killers were
At an impromptu news con- not members of any political
ference afterward, he told organization and had no links to
reporters Sadat was killed Tues- any ' foreign government, the
day by four men — not six as newspaper Al Akhbar reported.
previously reported — "led by a
A Western diplomat who asked
Moslem fanatic." He said the that his name not be used said the
assassination was "a criminal act attack was "directed primarily at
undertaken by individuals and the president. There certainly is

Reagan Gains Ground On AWAC Deal
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan is gaining ground in
his uphill effort to sell radar
planes to Saudi Arabia, but isn't
faring so well in Congress with his
new budget balancing strategy.
After an impassioned appeal by
Reagan to 43 Senate Republicans
on the Saudi arms deal Wednesday, at least one opponent, Sen.
Alan Simpson of Wyoming, came
over to the White House side.
A showdown on the Senate floor
is expected in about two weeks.
Despite his AWACs progress,
Republicans on the Senate Ap-

propriations Committee directly
rebuffed Reagan Wednesday,saying they won't acquiesce on his
call for a 12 percent, across-theboard cut in domestic programs.
On the tax frynt, two months
after approving the biggest tax
cut in U.S. history, Congress is not
responding favorably to the president's call for $22 billion in
miscellaneous tax increases to
help balance the budget.
Reagan called for the tax increases and new spending cuts
last month to keep on the path

toward balancing the budget in
1984.
The proposals would take back
7.8 percent of the $280 billion tax
cut Congress voted for 1982-84.
As Reagan contended with those
issues, farm belt members of Congress dealt the president two setbacks in his drive to cut federal
lairy price supports.
In its first major decision on a
new package of commodity price
support programs, the House
Wednesday rejected the deep cuts
Reagan has backed for a new fouryear dairy program.

no evidence of a massive threat of
dissension in the army."
•,
Foreign Minister Kamal Hassan
Aly said an official report account
of the government's investigation
would be released. today or
Friday.
The vice president was at
Sadat.' right, on the reviewing
stand when the assassins -struck
during a parade celebrating the
1973 Arab-Israeli War. He escaped
with a wound on his left wrist.
Five men in addition to Sadat
were reported killed and at least
28 were wounded.
"I sensed the president stand,"
Mubarak said. "I stood, too, and
to my utter horror and disbelief, I
saw a man throw a grenade at the
stand,and then gunfire broke out.
"I was hurled to the ground and
so was the president but I could
not believe what my eyes had
seen. The president was taken
away in a helicopter."
One of the assassins was an officer, another a retired officer and
the other two were civilians masquerading as soldiers, said. Abu
Ghazala, who was also slightly
wounded.
Earlier reports said there were
six men in the assassination squad
and two were killed

Assassination Leaves Aitolatile Egypt
But, in retrospect, Sadat chose
By PHYLLIS J OSBORNE
his path knowing it would not be
Staff Writer
News Analysis
popular in an attempt to bring
The Middle East has been a
of the world.
Editor's Note: Much of the in- peace to that section
volatile area of the world for
times
it appeared
many
Although
this
story
was
promany years. The death of Egyp- formation for
than he
Israel
more
to
he
gave
tian President Anwar Sadat will vided by Dr. Farouk Umar, pro- received, he never stopped his atonly add another facet to an fessor of political science at Mur- tempt to gain recognition for the
ray State University. The opinions
already mulit-sided problem.
interest
expressed
here are both his and Palestinians. Nor did his
Concern has been expressed
in the Gaza Strip and West Bank of
those
of
the
author.
about whether Sadat's death will
Jordan ever appear to wain. If
affect the Camp David peace- ac- cessor will not do much the same. anything, he failed to receive supcords. The state of friction that So, for at least until Egypt gains a
port-from the U.S. to bring about a
has existed for some time between stable government, relations with settlement to those problems. Just
Egypt and Israel is bound to con- other countries hang in a very
months prior to his assassination,
tinue. But the outbreak of armed delicate balance.
he was in the U.S. to meet with
conflict is highly unlikely.
The sale of AWAC radar planes President Reagan to set up talks
Although, several Arab leadersin- to Satidi Arabia has been closely
with the Palestinians. His attempt
eluding Col. Muartunar Ithadafy linked with Sadat's death. The ef- again failed.
have expressed great elation in fect of the death of a world leaeer
Today the Reagan administraSadat's death, the actual threat of upon the sale seems to be rather tion announced it would take an
an invasion is minor.
great. Senators are now basing active role in negotiations betBut, the threat to the balance of opinions about the sale upon the ween Egypt and Israel to set up
United State relations with Egypt assassination.
self-rule for the Palestianians in
may be a mush more serious proWhether or not the plans are the West Bank and Gala Strip. We
blem. Sadat's successor will pro- delivered to the Saudies can now are -left to question, why adbably not be determined for become a double-edged sword. ministration- did not take this
several weeks or even months. Some senators seem to feel the stance several months ago.
When he is, the power to deter- area unstable and the Saudi
Did it take the death of a v./arid
mine what, if any, changes in government not yet stable enough leader to bring the AdminiStration
American-Egyptian relations will to handle the air power. However, to the realization negotiations are
be for the new President alone to .if Americans don't sell the planes imperative if peace is ever to
determine.
•
•
and Egypt returns to a Soviet prevail in the MidEast?
It was only 11 years ago that friendship the U. S. could be left
,The Eg.,yptiap Government has
gadat was named to succeed their without a Mid East strlYng1iourF1
'
4 said Sacdt assassination was not
President Garnal Alviel Nasser.
Several weeks before his death a unified attempt by any group inMuch of the world expected Sadat Sadat called for Americans to sell side Egypt. But, there is no way to
to follow Nasser's overall political the AWACS to Saudi Arabia. To- discern exactly ,what happened
!earnings. But, Sadat expelled day he .is seen as a great during the military parade. What
Soviet advisors from Cairo and statesman and promoter of world is sure it that no one 'connected
began his Pro-American move. peace. There is some reason to with the President intended for
There is no guarantee his suc- "heed his words."
live arnmunition to be used during

the parade and no one expected
his death: Yet, how the assassins
got into the parade and managed
to kill the leader remain unknown.
There may have been a very
unified attack -on the President
and that group may now be planning to take power in Egypt.
Egypt is not a stable government today and canot be expected to form one overnight.
Within the next six months the
world should know who is actually
ruling Egypt and what the
ramification of Sadat's death will
_
be.
.
If the ruling group decides to
align itself with the someone
other than the United States and
end a long friendship it will not be
devastating, howevef some problems will arise.
Being unprepared for a new
regime in Egypt would be a
mistake. Even if vice president,
Hosni Mubarak hecomes President, the path he takes will
ultimately have to be his own.
What ailiances he „will make are
beyond speculation. The-feeling is
that he will probably generally
follow Sadat's own policies.
But, it a. new regime gains
power, world 'politics could again
take many different turns.
So, being prpepared for any
change in Egypt will be much
more beneficial for,the American
government than watching to see
what may happen and Wafting for
things to again fall into line in the
Middle East.

oftAUTUMN DISTURBANCE OF CAMOUFLAGE

An old train
-trestle has been hiding behind dense foliage throughout the summer,
but with the falling of the leaves, its seasonal disguise will soon be
gone. Just east of a bridge crossing Clark's River, the appearance of
this trestle may signify this passing of another season as well as the
slowdown of the railroad age. This view is from Kentucky 121 south.
Staff Photo By Jennie B. Gordon

Graphic Arts Meeting
To Host Executives
Printing executives of 14 firms
from throughout the nation will be
on the campus of Murray State
University Friday.
The representatives : of
publishing companies and equipment manufacturers have been invited to the sixth annual meeting
of Graphic Arts Technology advisory committee. The panel is an
advisory body to the College of Industry and Technology.
Members of the committee are:
Jim Anderson, vice president
and technical director, Standard
Gravure, Louisville;
Walt Apperson, publisher, Murray Ledger & Times;
Dave Baton, president, Printing
Industry Association of the South,
Nashville;
John Mack Carter. editor in
chief, Good Hoasekeeping
Magazine, Nashville;
Sam Fleming, E. I. Dupond de
Neumours Si Co., Chamblee,fla .

Harris Griggs, field representative, Printing Industry Association Of the South;
Roy 1.uckett, president,
Nashville Electragraphics Co.,
Nashville;• Silvio Mayolo, quality control
superintendent, Westvaco Corporation, Wickliffe, Ky.;
Jack Nelson, Nicholstone Book
Bindery, Nashville; • •
Charles Nichols, Nicholstone
Book Bindery;
Herbert - S. Rand, regional
manager, Mergenthaler Linotype
Co., Atlanta;
Emmett Sills, Charlotte, N.C.
Robert A. Soelke, executive
sales manager,Sun Chemical Co.,
ink division; Chicago;
Horace S. Wallace, Jr., president, Wallace Engraving, Austin,
Texas.
The advisory committee session
will be hosted by Thomas E. Gray,
.chairman of the Graphic Arts
technology.

Chamber Directory, Plagues
Announced At Breakfast
A new promotionaLpublication
for chamber of commerce
members and a new identification
plaque were announced today by
membership chairman, David
King. ,
The announcement was made at
the membership kirk-off
breakfast attended by some 45
chamber members who will be
working to secure new investment
in the chamber.
A membership directory and
buyers' guide- will be published to
list all members by classification.
King said, "the chamber office is
constantiy-asked-fora-meMbership list and
feel that by doing
a classification section, the recipient will know who is supporting
this community effort.” Only
businesses and professionals that
are members or join by Nov. 1 will
he listed.
Membership identification plaques are being designed so they
can be placed in a prominent
place in businesses. to identify
them as a member of the chamber
of commerce. The new logo
•
k
I

recently adopted will be a feature
on the plaques. King said he anticipates haying them distributed
by Dec. I.

'Sunny-Mostly sunny today with
highs in the mid to upper 60s.
Fair and cool tonight with
lows in the mid to upper 40s.
Friday partly sunny with
highs near 70.

today'&-indox

Two Sectioni— 18 Pages.
4-A
Acts
6-B,7-B.
Classifieds
Crolswords
I2-A
5-A
Comics .,
2-A
'Dear Abby
4-A
Dr. IArnb....
Horoscope
4-A
Local Scene . ..2-A,3-A,4-A
12-A
-Obituaries
6-A
Opinion Page
2-B
Sports .
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Milbs
RUDOLPH GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky
Rudolph, Rt. 1, Dexter,
announce the birth of a
daughter. Amanda Jo,
weighing seven pounds
five ounces, measuring 20
Inches, born Friday,
Sept. 18, at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Rafe Brooks
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Rudolph, Rt. 1, Dexter.
Great-grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Golden
Rigsdale, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. 'Elmer
Cothran, Arlington,
Texas, and Frank Parrish, Rt. 1, Dexter.

•

It sayssomething about the man
and the community when an artist
can draw as big a crowd as the
Murray State Racers. That is exactly what Ray Harm, extraordinary wildlife, artist; did this
week for the grand opening of the
Blackford House Gallery. Such a
congenial, people person is Ray
Harm. former• Kentuckian who
grew up in Bell County, walking
the bills with his father, who
taught him to love and appreciate
his natural environment.
Ray is really the only artist in
the country who works "on location" so to speak. He never uses a
camera to catch his animals, he
sketches them in their own dens
and nests. He travels from the
swamps of Florida to the Heyden
Valley in Montana. He had just
signed 2,000 autographs up north
the morning he was at Blackford
House Gallery. Murray is a wellknown spot for him because he has
visited here several times, not only with Gladys Blackford, but also
at Murray State University.So the
opening gave him a chance to
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greet many old friends.
When his wife developed
asthma, several years ago, the
Harms sold their home in Kentucky, and moved to Tuscon. Ariz.
Ray's business, Frame House
Gallery and- his partner, well!mown business man, Woo4 Hannah,are in Louisville,so he makes
several trips a year to Kentucky.
His association with Gladys and
Jane and the Blackford family
goes back many years, and stems
from all of their love of art. The
new location for the Gallery has
tickled his fancy, and he says it's
the only art gallery he has visited,
that has a soda fountain.
A fan of Mr. Harm's asked him,
"Do you get tired of doing this
signing of autographs?" He laughed and replied,"No,- no, my hand
gets strong — it's called vanity."
But all joking aside, he is one
celebrity who seeks to be with fans
and delights them.
We tend to expect artists to
tackle the heavy life and death
issues. It is very refreshing to
discover an artist who enjoys the
lighter side.

Thursday,Oct.8
Thursday,Oct.8
Ladies Tennis AssociaMurray Chapter No. 92
tion of Murray Country Royal Arch Masons- will
Club will have potluck meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
supper at 6 p.m. at the lodge Hall.
club.
Progressive
Christian Women's Homemakers Club will
Fellowship of First Chris- meet at 7 p.m. at the
tian Church will have a home of Marilyn HernSalad supper at 6:30 p.m. don.
at the church library.
Bazaar workshop will
be at 7 p.m. at the First
Reservations for the Christian Church
opening dinner meeting FcWowship Hall.
on Oct. 12 of Associates of
Murray State University
Friday,Oct.9
Libraries should be made
Mothers
Morning Out
by today with June Whit- will be at 9 a.m. at First
ford, 762-2291, days, and Christian Church.
Rubie Smith, 753-3719,
nights. The public is inA potluck and t-shirt
vited.
night will be at the home
A film on `Trip To The of Jackie Burgess, 203
Holy Land" will be shown Skylark Drive, Mayfield,
at 7:30 p.m. at the at 7 p.m. for all single
Calloway Public parents by the Greater
Library. The public is in- Paducah Area Parents
Without Partners.
vited.
Murray Tiger Athletic
Boosters will have a pep
rally and bonfire at 8:30
p.m. at the Murray Middle School.

Feltowship
7
er-•
Plans Meet
The Calloway Chapter
of the Full Gospel
Business Men's
Fellowship will be Saturday, Oct. 10, at Colonial
House Smorgasbord. Dinner will be served at 6:30
p.m. with the program to
start at 7:30p.m.
Big Jim Tucker from
Costa Mesa, Cal., will be
the speaker. Traveling
with Tucker is Dave
Story who ranks fifth in
world champion arm
wrestling. Story will also
entertain in music and
song.
All men, women, and
children are invited to attend, according to Tim
Scruggs, Calloway
Chapter president.

Fleming and William
Dale Orr.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Ulysses
A. Fleming, Murray,
Christine Snow Fleming,
San Bernadino,Ca.,Ellen
Lundeen, Phoenix, Ariz.,
and the late Vincent Lundeen. She is a 1980
graduate of Calloway
County High School and is
attending Murray State
University.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Milburn Orr, Lynn•
Grove, and of Mr. and
Mrs. Osro Butterworth,
Lynn Grove. He is a 1979
graduate of Calloway
County High School and is
employed at Emerson
Electric.
The vows will be exchanged in a double ring
ceremony Friday, Oct.
30, at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church. A
reception will follow in
the home of the brideelect's parents.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All
friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and reception.

Jackson Purchase,
Historical Society will
leave the Murray Bus
Station at 6 a.m. for the
24th annual tour to Han•
nibal, Mo.Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of Daughters of
the American Revolution
will meet atel:30 p.m. at
the Callo*ay Public
Library Annex with Mrs.
Leon Grogan as hosteti.
Murray • Squaranaders
will dance from 8 to 10:30
p.m. at the Woodmen of
the World Hall.

—ZIFF
tea

Son's. New Faith
ses Mother's Doubts

I spoke to John about it, and he said the church was
wonderful, deserved all the help he could give, and that
nobody took advantage of him. I called the church again
and tried to get the people there to refund at least a part of
the money, but they refused. I begged them to quit accepting
money from my Boa, but they told me' again that all
donations were voluntary.
Abby, what can I do? How can I get the church to listen to
reason? I am not saying my son is "crazy," but this church
has got him so involved he can't be thinking right. Please
help me. I'm a widow with very little money. Thank you.
NOWHERE TO TURN

Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the senior
citizens.

.11r
SQUARE DANCERS of the Murray Squaranaders dance at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.The group will begin square dance lessons SunPregame chili supper day, Oct. 11,from 1:30 to 4 p.m. at the Woodmen of the World Hall. Lessons also
by Murray Band Boosters will be on the third and fourth Sundays at the same place and time. The first
will start at 4:30 p.m. at lesson is free and each one thereafter will cost $4 per couple. Janice Berkley of
the Murray Middle Mayfield will be the instructor. The Murray dance club has a membership of 25
School cafeteria. Cost couples and dances each second and tourth Saturday at the WOW Hall. For inwill be $1.50 per person. ' formation call 753-0126.

A cop on the make
...not on the take!

•

Sunday,Oct.11
Reception to honor Mr.
and him -cierria mann By Abigail Van Buren
on their 50th wedding anniversary
I be inlm 2
"
to 5 p.m. at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Derrel
r Alcoholics Anonymous Wilson, Rt. .2, Puryear,Da
Tenn.
8
at
and Alanon will meet
DEAR ABBY: My son (I'll call him John)graduated from
p.m:at the Livestock and
our state university with a master's degree in business
Expositionaqter.
Square dance lessons administration, but it's beeria year now and he hasn't found
the
by
support
Murray Squaranaders job. He had very little money saved, except for a small
Tag Day to
inheritance from his grandmother.
a
Arthritis Foundation will will start at 1:30 p.m. at $5,000
was raised a Catholic, but he wasn't happy in that
John
p.m.
the Woodmen of the
be from 10 a.m. to 2
church, so he quit and joined another one. I didn't object
_
at several businessel. World Hall. For info
because John had always been a "loner," but he had made a
This event is sponsored tion call 753-01.26.
few friends at his new church and seemed much happier.
My shock came about six weeks ago when I was cleaning
by the Murray High
his desk I saw- a check that he had
School Chapter of Future
Dedication of the John's room' and on
out to this church! I became curious
made
—
$900
for
written
of
ers
Homemak
Library Garden at the and looked into his checkbook, which was also on his desk,
America.
Calloway County Public and found that John had already given the church three
Library will be from 3 to 5 other checks totaling $.3000!
Sunday,Oct. 11
p.m. Guest speaker will I called the church and spoke with one pastor, who
Scarbrough reunion be Dr. Thomas Clark, referred me to another pastor, who referred me to a
had been
will be at the Ellis Center Kentucky author and bookkeeper. I tried to tell them that mytoson
give them this
afford
couldn't
and
year
a
for
unemployed
with lunch at 12:30 p.m.
historian.
kind of morieVX:l.was told they never question anyone's
ability to give, and all donations were voluntary.

Calloway Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship will meet at
6:30 at Colonial House
Smorgasbord with Jim
Tucker as speaker.

Saturday,Oct.10
Descendants of A. P.
and Minerva Lovins will
meet at 6 p.m. for a reunion.

Joanna Ellen Fleming
and William Dale Orr -

1'

First District Retired
Teachers Association will
meet at 9 a.m. at Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Luncheon reservations
are not necessary.

•1 V

DRIVE
N

Mr. and Mrs. Delbert
E. Fleming of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Dan Orr of Lynn Grove
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
children, Joanna Ellen

Community Events

7:00.9:00 +2:00 Sat.. Stuk.

20,945 +2:00Sat.,Sun

2av

by Rainey Apperson

The first jukebox was installed at the Palais Royale
Saloon, San Francisco, on
November 23, 1889. It consisted of an electrically operated Edison phonograph
with four listening-tubes,
each controlled by a separate nickel-in-the-slot device

Cen/rol C t, • 753-3)14

'6

atney

DEAR NOWHERE: You can't stop a church from
accepting voluntary contributions, but if you have
reason to believe that your son isn't "thinking right,"
you should start with a doctor, and ecird up with a
lawyer. If your son is psychiatrically examined and
found to be mentally sound, he can give the gold out
of his teeth to whomever he so chooses, and there's
nothing you can do about it.
•*•

- DEAR ABBY: My husband recently applied for a job
where I am employed. He went in for an interview last
Monday and was told that he would be notified at the end of
the week whether or not he had been hired for the job.
By Friday my husband had not heard anything, so he
asked me to call and find out what the situation was. I
refused, saying I didn't think it was proper for me to call,
and if he wanted to know, he should call himself.
He said that my refusal to call showed that I had no
interest in his career. I tried to tell him that I am interested,
The annual meeting of but there are some things a person should do for himself.
the First District Retired Who is right?
-77 CONCERNED WIFE
Teachers Association will

Meet Planned

For a smart initial impression ...

MONOGRAMMED SNI

ripannequirl

be Friday, Oct. 9 at the
Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Registration will be at 9
a.m. and the meeting will
start at 10 a.m. Lunch
will be at 11 a.m. at a cost
of $3.95,including tax and
tip. No reservation is
necessary.
Musical entertainment
will be provided during
lunch. All retired
teachers are invited to attend.

S5 A Carload Thurs Mite
1st Feature Repeated Fri. 8, ...it.
•
...*****••••••*

••••• ,
•••••10**0••0.

Styled to keep abreait of
contemporary.fashion, this longFavored dress shirt is a must fcx
every mans wardrobe Its quiet
elegance and restrained good
looks enhance any garment—line
suit of casual jacket A natural,
comfortable blend of 60% cott
40% polyester oxford cloth

1,
.TO HAVE HIS BABY

CONFIDENTIAL TO "BIDING MY TIME IN RENO,
NEV.": Revenge may be sweet. But it almost always
comes too late.
•••

Do you have titiestions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Evzry TeeneAger Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (35 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

"See Our Homecoming
Window Display,Just
For You."

Homecoming Mums

•

For All Schools-- .
,Available in Fresh or Silk.

URI99110IDS

PATERNITY
- wcturirs Parrs ow giect,0s
••macrog
PICOUCTION
iiruiver G0110C**/0344AVOSOSS0
SM.*(.0444 *MSS *WAGS,LSISSE•Cf WPM% ard

.3"•••*.mom some 4/i

• ••

Special Savings...

HE WANTSVA

Lowage **kw Ill"'
*VI •10014.101 Ottell t• MVO SICIMISSIG

DEAR WIFE: You're right.

014/SMCIPtt AV"

"..".

7:20,9:19_

Sun.

Qraharn & Jackson
FOR

THE PARTICULAR

Downtown Murray

Order Early & Get You'rs $750
AND UPI
Personalized

r Basket
The Flowe
Open LS Daily

MAN

609% So.4th
•

753-9514

Murray, Ky.

•

•••••
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I-4-November Weddi

Set”- Gould-Rober6on Weddi Scheduled Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Hayes
Pritchett of Dexter announce the engagement
and approaching marriage el their daughter,
1Setra Faye, to Jimmy
Dale Darnall, son of Mr.
and Mrs.Larry Dale Darnall of Brewers and the
late Glenda Black DarThe bride-elect, a Me
graduate of Callotray
County High School, is
employed at Fisher-Price
Toys. She is the grand„daughter of Lillian Miller
and 'the late
Claude Miller, and of the
late Wave!Pritchett. Her
step grandmother is
Fairy Pritchett of Dexter.
Darnall, a 1980
graduate of Marshall
County High School, is
employed at Fisher-Price
Toys. He is the grandson
of Sue Darnall of Rt. 1,
Benton, and the late Garvin Darnall, and of
Ophelia Black of Rt. 1,
fdluraY' and the late
Hilson Black. He is the
step grandson of Mr. and
Mrs.Raymond Thorn.
The wedding will be
solemnized Sunday, Nov.

Rebecca Gould and
Paul Robertson have
completed plans for their
wedding Saturday, Oct.
10. Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Gould. and Mr. and Mrs.
Flavil Robertson of Murray.
The ceremony will be
solemnized at 4 p.m. at
First United Metirdist
Church with the Rev.
Walter Mischke, Jr., officiating. A program of
nuptial music will be

Debra Faye Pritchett
and Jimmy Dale Darnall

presented by Jeanene Edwards, flutist, and Mrs.
Donald Herndon,
organist, a sister of the
bride-elect.
The bride-elect has
chosen Cynthia Gould,
her twin sister, as her
maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Lisa
Hazelwood, Henderson,
Mrs. Gary Lang. Arrington, Tenn., sister of
the bride-Cect, and Mrs.
Terry Orr, Murray,sister
of the groom-elect.

OPEN FRIDAYS
'TIL 8:30 P.M.

1, at 2:30 p.m. in the Dex- will be sent and all
ter Chirch of Christ. Only friends and relatives are
out-of-town invitations invited to attend.

Robertson has chosen
Bob Thurman. Murray,
as best man. Groomsman
and ushers will be Pat
McMillan. Terry Orr, of
Murray. Tony Tbrweatt
of Paducah. Howard
Newsome and Jeff
Oakleyof Murray.
.Angele and Betsy Herndon, nieces of the brideelect, and Mary Ann
Todd, niece of the groomelect, will present scrolls
to the guests. Amy and
Anna Lang. nieces of the

bride-elect, will be Bogner
girls. Kristian& and
Rebecca Todd, nieces of
the groom-elect will be
rice girls.
Mn. Michael Todd,
sister of the groom-elect,
will keep the guest
register. Directing the
wedding will be Mrs.
Keith Miller.
A reception will be immediately following the
wedding in the fellowship
hall of the church, with
Mrs. Gordon Moody sere-

smours
Ani

ins as dingier.
Amy Phase, Mods
Darnel Toni Talmiws.
Elizabeth Hernias slid
Juice Rose will Nam as
hostesses. Cathy Rawls
will present a program of
piano manic bar* the
reception.
•
All friends end
relatives are invited la attend the wedding and
recePtiolLm....
To keep pasta tram
boiling over. Wove a
wooden spoon in the pot.

OPEN FRIDAYS
Ill 8:30 P.M.

Harris Grove Club
Plans Wednesday Meet
Anna Lou Tones and
Hattie Lee Galloway will
be hostesses for the
meeting of the Harris

There's a
- growing need for
Progression Fitting.,

Beginning with the first step, yliur baby's feet need
direction. And Stride Rite's Progression Fittingrm system is designed to give baby's feet the proper combination of fit and support they need. From the Firstie
through the Intermediate and Advanced walkers, we've got
the right shoes for your baby's growing needs. Stride Rite.

Grove Homemakers Club
Wednesday, Oct. 14, at 10
a.m.at the Ellis Center.
All members and other
interested persons who
attend should bring a
sack lunch, a spokesman
said.
Fran Gardner was
hostess for the September
meeting at the Ellis
Center.
The lesson, "Look Of
Fall In Quality Clothes;"
was presented by
Elizabeth Parks.
Margaret Taylor
discussed the drying of
fruits and vegetables.
Hattie Lee Galloway
read the devotion,
Eleanor D'Angelo
directed exercises, and
Lena Jones presented the
landscape notes. Joyce
Fortin was installed as a
new member.
New officers include
Dollie Crawford, president; Jean Wrather, vice
president; Hattie Lee
Galloway, cultural arts;
Clyde Wrather, music;
Margaret Taylor, foods;
Nova Lee Wendt, public
information; Eleanor
D'Angelo, physical
fitness; Evelyn Dixon,
home funnshin s.

8trideRite

otrideRite
AOthorized Fitting Center

THE CELEBRATION CONTINUES WITH MORE
SAYINGS FROM WEST KENTUCKY'S RUING FASHION STORE
•

Cherry Branch
Beauty Clinic

ZIP-OUT LINING
COATS

•••

114,41of Value%
96 00

7277
1.

4

SPORTSWEAR
COORDINATES

FREE
MONOGRAMMING
Buses not only save
money for travelers, but for
people who send pacRages,
too. Because buses go everywhere a road goes, you can
send a package almost anywhere in the country and, in
?hany cases, it will be delivered overnight.

it

sY
p RKLING

Regular Values

19 00 to 12 00
Caw me Ina kW One Ihmogram al an we
biota Pra Pinata 81
18“ 18,
8 18(814
11 ON Masa cap kale,a SA taloa

. % OWIFTFH

TWO 011 MON PACES

WE'RE CELEBRATING SEVENTY YEARS OF SERVING WEST KENTUCKY'S LADIES
WINTER WARM

UNDERALLS®

HALF SIZE

SLEEPWEAR

SLENDERALLS®

DRESSES

You will sleep in warmth and tomfort thr,
winter with this beautiful new worm

- OK AMERICA, SHOW US YOUR
These'die. theliont$those you know from
television. Get lots of them now and save

This is your opportunity to pot that now Plus
Size Dress you hove been wonting. We hove
; flattering styles perfect for you.

sleepwear from our lingerie Deportment

Re9u1o. Values
2 56 to I 50

Regular Volues
18 00 to 21 DO

99
13" 17

20%

TO

OFF
•

MSU RACER
JEANS
Hey, How About Them Rocers!!
We're No. 1
Show the world that you
support Your Rocers
Wear a pair of these MStl RACER JEANS.
Regujor Values

- You're Cordially Invited
To Our Free Make Over Clinic

--Call The Cherry Branch on Chestnut for an appointment. Hours 15 Thursday & Friday — 753-8272.
4. YOU'LL LEARN the skincore plan that's perfect for you by actually using the products chosen for yoUf•special needs.
YOU'll DISCOVER how to apply the newest makeup look by doing
your own mgkeup. under the expert guidance of our liscensed
cosmetologist.
The lopk you achieve will be the one you'll want to recreate acjtkin
and ()Oki."... when you wish to be your most glowing self.
Colt now or ;stop by the cosmetic counter for your appointment with a glorious new you.

ridr

Chestnut St.

15'9

-

FAMOUS NAME

WARM & cOLORFU

LINGERIE

DOWN VESTS

wed

You will find beoutiful lingerie
for your doytirne wardrobe as
as sensational sieepstrear for fall.
Ropier Values

Owen from *tee condsinotions

of womb'colors. The,down
1. foothar vest ore Vest fun.

6.00 to 32 00

UP* Wiest
4000

399.2099

299°
immune
'
,

JUNIOR & MISSY
BLOUSES

ENTIRE STOCK
SUITS

You will discover e selection of fine
to complement your every
foil and winter outfitwith color & style
Regular %slues'
18.00 tO 42.00

There are times when a suit is just what
you need to be dressed for the occasion.
This is the time to get that wit and save.
Regular Values
66.00 to 200.00

1/3

OFF

25%

OFF

"CHESTERFIELD"
COATS
One style
that will irebrevoi ass
classic is the "Chesterfield- coat. We
have them for you now at a
sPeciarriki
Regular Values
150.00

$109"

4

v

t_.

•
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HEALTH

THE ACES*IRA

G. CORN, JR. 1

Common mental changes
11
1 4
II Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
My band has mental changes
DEAR DR. LAMB
husband is 74 His doctor , often seen in older people
says he has poor circulation
in his head He takes Cyclospasmol He often becomes

confused, insists on driving
but occasionally loses his
sense of direction, changes

About, one in five of these
are caused by a medical
problem that we can recognize. And sometimes this is

because of poor

However,-there is a general
lanes -without looking and tendency, even among
doctors, to think that all
has gone through a red light
Please help us with any mental changes in older peocomment you can How ple are related to poor circuserious is this9 What can we lation. There are many other
expect? Is this a sign of any- causes
If your husband does have
thing like a stroke" I have
not been able to draw his poor circulation to the brailtdoctor out on it and I don't it is important to know what
and where the circulation
know how to cope
He has no weight problem, problem is. Sotne of these
never drank except a little can be helped, with a bypass
an
around
brandy now and then, does operation
not smoke, drinks neither obstructed artery or by
other modern surgical techcoffee nor tea.
You niques. Not all of them can
DEAR READER
are describing a difficult but be helped but it is important
frequent problem Your hus- to identify those who can.

"The less we know the spades. declarer ruffed and
Josh led a low trump towards
more we suspect"
dummy West hopped up
Billings
quickly to avoid an endplay,
but it was no use Dummy's
queen won West's trump
South had little reason to exit and a diamond was
You shourd have your hus- should establish your
spades ruffed The club jack was
band see a specialist in neu- husband's ability and be sure expect to beat four
pushed through West,
rology (brain specialist). your husband understands and he was right He had
and won by
covered,
to
any.
expect
has
he
if
to
limitations
reason
his
less
even
is
a
That just starting point,
Another diaking
dummy's
forbut
hearts,
My
—
as explained in The Health
DEAR DR. LAMB
make five
Letter number _14-2, The grandmother__IL_____having tunately-4ov him, -11.--was mond was ruffed and a club
was led to dummy's eight
Aging Mind, which I am surgery She is having her wrong.
a winning finesse.
for
womb and liver taken out.
sending you.
East
-spades.
four'
At
Others who want this issue What I want to MOW I1 can would take his eight spades Another diamond ruff failed
can send 75 cents with a you live without your liver.
dummy's two apes and to drop the ace, but all was
long, stamped, self- People tell her she can't live and
been a well. West had to guard both
addressed envelope for it to without her liver. The doctor 10 tricks would have
lead minor suits and when
me, in care of this newspa- wants to take her liver cinch. Not even a club
for declarer ran the rest of his
back
diamond
Radio
a
1551,
and
yellow
Box
has
blood
P.O.
because she
per,
trumps, West was forced to
beat
would
NY
York.
ruff
New
and they say her liver is South to
City Station,
reduce to only two cards. He
damaged. I'm scared. She is four spades.
10019.
Whenever a person has a 70. What is your advice?
A good reason for South had the uncomfortable
medical problem that limits
DEAR READER — I'm to bid five hearts — he was choice of discarding the ace
his performance ability as in certain your grandmother hoping the sacrifice would of diamonds or keeping a
driving, he should not drive would be pleased to know not cost much. How could he guard for his club 10 and
QS a matter of safety to him- you are so concerned about
l0-8-81.A
NORTH
that he would hit the
self and others. Mental con- her. I doubt that the doctors suspect
47 5
jackpot?
fusion is just as dangerous as
visual problems that prevent
a person from seeing properly. Your husband's doctor

Remodeling Sale
We're celebrating By Offering
These Specials to our Customers

•pie

1

assoi,•,

.1e7
sufwifies094

8

7.4.
0°tIl
4 ko
4

eSea
19
9
°
4,$49.

0999.0

1,1

And Receive One
cAectnin!
Vow
0
01
0
1
0

044

Bun Table
FREE
(Choice of Three Styles)

The new
Pier 1

•
e °4p •
j
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/o
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"cPke

Farlipitt:
V15.4*

Mon-Fri. 10-6; Sat. 10-5

collections
Bel Air Center

Murray

•

.111.. und Airs. 1.1). 11.tic:1,-er

Couple Honored

Q6
South was Frank Zemel of
•K Q 1084
Las Vegas and after the
•A K 83
defense started with .two WEST
EAST
•AKJ 1096 42
483
V2
'Ai
•9 7 5
•A J 6 3 2
44 SA
•Q 10 7 6
SOUTH

(Betty Rose) Johnson of
St. Peters, Mo., and Morris Dale Wicker of
Paducah. Their four
grandchildren are Diana,
Neil, and Jay Johnson of
St. Peters, Mo., and
Leslie Dale Wicker of
Paducah.
The couple was married at Oak Grove Baptist
Church by the late Rev. J.
which were considerably,
H. Thurman. Their attenMurray.
shorter than ours, and thuX South West North Eau&
dants were Mr. and Mrs.
"This
a
meal
the
44
After
4,
Pass1
3
,
could not perform del icatal
All
131)1
5,
Is Your Life" which had Charles Morris, brother
manipulations easily.
pass
been prepared by Carol and sister-in-law of the
niece of Mrs. bride. They are members
Barrow,
Opening lead: Spade eight
Wicker, was presented. It of the Reidland United
since dummy discarded revealed highlights of the Methodist Church.
Family members of
after West, there was no honored couple's dating
'
both Mr. and Mrs. Wicker
and wedded years.
way to escape the trap.
The,couple opened their atte.ndint were: Ola /040t7-4,_
Five hearts doubled, makFraaces Drake
-Mae
pravet
ing
five
which:
Cake and punch tie; Ili. and Mrs:Doyee
gifts:'
FoR—FRIVAY,OCTOBER 9, 1981
some "saves" do turn out were served from a table Morris; Mr. and Mrs.
What kind of day will tomor- travagant in the evening.
better than others.
decorated in keeping with Jack Watkins, Mark,
row be? To find out what the LIBRA
color of the 40th an- Ben, and Steven; Mr. and
the
Bid with Corn
stars say, read the forecast (Sept. 23 to Oct 22)
niversary - red, Decora- Mrs. Ralph Darnell; Mr.
You may meet with comgiven for your birth Sign.
tions included a globe and Mrs. William Morris
petition in romance, but South holds 10-8-81-B
leisure-time activities will afshaped arrangement of and Patrick; Mr. and
ARLES
otz% ford satisfactions. Avoid
475
red and pink roses and ,a Mrs. Ron Wright, Ben(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) "r
•Q6
in temperamental outbursts.
time
It's an up-and-down
pair of single taper jamin, Jennifer, and
•K Q 1084
the world of friendships. SCORPIO
with red Heather; Mr.' and Mrs.
candlesticks
4AK 83
'
Stress cooperation with (Oct.23 to Nov. 21) nl/etc
collage of Hollon Byars; Carol Bara
and
candles
others. Avoid succumbing to Find a quiet nook at home
row and Inez Smith all of
photographs
memorial
where you can do your work. A South North
unhealthy introversion.
Murray; the Rev. and
wall.
the
on
displayed
1
,
family member may be edgy. 1*
TAURUS
the
Mrs. Warren Sykes;
of
son
the
24
is
24
Wicker
romantic
dubious
a
Sidestep
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Key; Bertie
Montie
Mrs.
and
Jewel
Mr.
late
It's a challenging time in involvement.
ANSWER: Two no trump. Wicker of Paducah. Mrs. Jenkins; Jessie Paschall;
business. Luck is with you, but SAGITTARIUS
With good strength in the Wicker, the former Mary Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
you'll have to capitalize on it. (Nov.Z2 to Dec. 21) "s
a try at no
Catherine Morris, is the Gallimore: Mr. and Mrs.
Social life may not live up to You needn't be short with minor suits,
others,though an appointment trumps is better than a pref- daughter of Ola Morris Gaylon Morris; Mr. and
expectations.
may have to be changed. erence to three hearts.
GEMINI
and the late Odie Morris Mrs. Glynn Orr; Mr. and
11
Social life is promising. Don't Send bridge questions to The Aces, of Murray.
(May 21 to June 20)
Mrs. Gavlon H. Morris,
Avoid hasty decisions. A be moody with a family P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225.
parents of Michelle and Mary
the
are
They
with sell-addressed,stamped envelope
close tie proves to be your best member.
two children, Mrs. Paul Grace, all of Puryear,
for reply
adviser. Distrust those who CAPRIC)RN
Tenn.; Mr. and. Mrs.
have only self-interest at (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) la
Barrow and Mr.
Floyd
income
improve
can
You
astute.
heart. Be
Clerris Wilson,
Mrs.
and
about
now, but avoid disputes
CANCER
Hazel, Ruth Ann Taylor
(June 21 to July 22) eel money in your personal life.
and Clint, Linton, Ind.;
Keep long-term security Curb inappropriate remarks
needs in mind, before making in the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0.
changes regarding in- AQU."RIUS
Futrell; Robbie, Vickie,
self- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) .""%.
Avoid
vestments.
The Psychological natural and logical conse- and Mallisa Futrell,
A friend is sympathetic, but Center at Murray State quences to behavior.
indulgence in food or drink.
Paducah.
it's not the best time to piish Uiniversity will be offerLEO
Those unable to attend
one
or
parent
Couples,
be
may
Others
interests.
22)
your
(July 23toAug.
in
program
a
ing
sending gifts included
but
are
ensingle
parents
Partnerships require much erratic or temperamental; but
systematic training for coutaged to attend. Mr. and Mrs. Howard
give-and-take. Egotism could don't overreact.
effective parenting Meetings will be in the Morris of Paris, Tenn.;
lead to rifts. You could spend PISCES
(STEP) beginning Mon- Wells Building on the Myrtle VanDyke -of
too much money in the pursuit (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
A co-worker could irk you. day, Oct. 12 and continu- 1VLSU campus, Room 410; Puryear, Tenn.; Mr. and
of pleasure.
Keep financial developments ing for nine consecutive child-rare will be provid- Mrs. Bob Norvel; Jannet
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 nrA confidential. Private talks weeks through Dec. 14,
ed for those needing such. Jennings; and Mr. and
Curb temperament and with higher-ups go well, but
The STEP program ex- Purchase of handbook is Mrs. Gerald Williams
you'll make progress on the don't be too familiar.
plores effective parent- required ($6.00).
and Jeramy of Paducah.
job. Rise above office tension. YOU BORN TODAY are ge- child relationships
Mr. and Mrs. Wicker
A close tie may be ex- nuinely concerned about the
All interested persons expressed their appreciathe establishwelfare of others. You through
gravitate towards public ser- ment of democratic fami- should call 762-2505 and tion to each one who convice and are often motivated ly relationships and the leave name, address, and tributed to this joyful ocapplication of the use of telephone number.
casion.
by an ideal.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
(Jack )Wicker of
Paducah: celebrated
their 40th wedding anniversary Sunday, Sept.
13. A surprise reception
and basket dinner in their
•Q
•K 10 9 8 7 5 4 3
honor was hosted by their
and grandchildren
•J 9 5 2
children, Saturday night,
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer. Sept. 12, at the communiVery early man had thumbs South. The bidding:
ty building on Ellis Drive,

Your Individual
Horoscope

11111111'15

4eo
stri 04
r%c
019

are going to remove all of
her liver. People have had
liver transplants and lived,
And,•surprisirigly, up to 80
percent of the liver can be
removed and the remaining
portion will function
adequately: It will also
regenerate from the portion
that is left. The liver is one
of the organs that has the
greatest capacity for regeneration.
The yellow blood you
mention probably means
your grandmother has jaundice. There are many reasons for this and I am sure
your grandmother is quite
ill. I hope she does well. -

•1

a%

411110M1Irli4=11 11'447

Training Program
Scheduled Monday

The Saving Place,
•

Sensational

Hobb's Discount
Shoes

Personality Portrait Package
95il$1295
deposit / total package price

10% Off Every
Wednesday
'Ladies Dress Boots
*Ladies Name Brand
FD Samples and Factory

These Days Only:

$12.00-15.00
$6.99

Tues., Oct.6,'Wed.
Oct.7, Thurs. Oct.8
Fri. Oct.9,Sot. Oct. 10
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
•

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray
•
sr

24 Proltssional Color Portraits
2-8x1Os 3-5x7s 15-Wallets and 4-Color Portrait Charms
No additional eharge for groups. Poses our selection. Backgrounds
may occasionally change. Additional portraits available for purchase
with no obligation. You must be satisfied with portraits or your
"Quality at a K mart price. Nice."
deposit cheerfully refunded.

Pt

'Men's & Ladies AcmeTexas FD Boots
•Childrens Western Boots
•Men's Leather Hi Tops
*Converse Poly SOO Hi'Tops
09 West Are Here
3Styles
'Men's Shoes

New Shipment'
Every"friday

$30.00 & Up
$14.00
$24.00
$16.00

•

$28.00
$8.00-16.00

4iar
LP

1303 Chesnut (Across From Dixieland Center)
Monday-Thuriday 10-5

Friday 12-7

Saturday 10-5

11
,
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'Macbeth Opens At University

OFFICIALS AT MURRAY STATE — George Weeks, Calloway County judge executive-elect (right) talks
with Jeff Green,director of regional services at Murray State University ftim a governmentalfamiliarisation conference Tuesday,Sept. 29, at the university. Newly elected state, county and city officials as well as
city managersand Chamber of Commerce leadersfrom across the 23-county area of West Kentucky attended
the conference to discuss and learn more about problems currently facing local governments..
IM GOING OVER TO THE
SCHOOL FOR GIFTED
CHILDREN;MARCIE...I
DON'T SUPPOSE YOU
WANT TO COME ALONG..

I DON'T I IMAGINE
THINK IT'S A LOT
50,SIR LIKE PLAYING
IN A PRO-AM co

FIRST YOU CHECK IN,
AND THEN YOU PICK
UP YOUR GIFTS

I DON'T

I JUST

THINK fr5 I NAP KNOWN

LIKE THAT ABOUT THIS
AT ALL, WAY BACK IN
51K...
KINDERGARTEN..

Vo.7.444
,
114.1

WILL YOU TIE
IT AROUND MY
FINGER?

I THINK
SO

I-WHAT
FOR?

•

SO I WON'T
FORGET TO TAKE
A BATH
WHEN I GO
HOME.

MUD PIES
FOR SALE

I'LL NAVE TO SET
HIM A COPY OF
THE DOG

HANDBOOK

WELL,VMEN WE GO OVER FOR
DINNER,INE'LL FIND OUT
WHO'THEY ARE

I WAS AFRAID OF
LET'S SAY
..-MR.WALXER,S I'M A FRIEND, THAT. THE PATROL IS
CHIEF. I CAME SO STRONG AND GOOD.
ARE YOU
I WISH I WAS THERE,
WITH THE
ABOUT THE
GOOROO MOB. INSTEAD OF HERE.
JUNGLE
PATROL?

‘A21.1 KNOW THE 600R00 MOB ARE DRUG
PUSHERS.. KILLERS-YET.. YOU RELEASED
THEM
OH,THEY'RE
TERRIBLE.BUT
THE JUDGE
MADE ME
DO IT...

By ilettANK BLODGETT
A rousing theatrical
performance was staged
at the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre on the Murray
State campus Wednesday
night is the University
Theatre opened its fournight run of William
Shakespeare's
"Macbeth."
Though not considered
the best of the
Shakespeare tragedies,
"Macbeth" is one of the
_most familiar plays iathe
English language. It is a
story of evil and blind
ambition. And, as with
most of Shakespeare's
plays, "Macbeth" is difficult to do well —
especially in a college
theatre where most actors are inexperienced.
This was not the case last
night.
The vast and crew provided their audience with
the kind of entertainment
the Elizabethans would
have enjoyed if they had
had modern theatrical
techniques.
Barbara Malinauskas
was outstanding as the
hard-driving Lady
Macbeth. She gave real
feeling for her character
with just the right
amount of hard edge to
her voice 'as she urged
her husband to kill the
king. Her delivery of the
famous sleepwalking
speech held the audience
spellbound.
Ken Thomas gave a
fine performance in the'
title role. Heshowed the
early indecisiveness of
the . would-be. king and
later hardened into an
almost mad tyrant. He
did a good job with the
major soliloquies and
was especially convincing'in the scene in which
the ghost of Banquo appears to him:
The set and lighting,
designed by new
technical director
William Peeler, were
very effective in conveying the mood of the play
as well as in providing
flexible acting areas that
could be anything from a
moor to a wood to &castle. The rough wood and
burlap fit the barbaric
times of the play and the
eerie lighting highlighted
the pervading sense of
evil and doom.
A good deal of the
theatricality of the performance was provided
by "The Three Weird
Sisters" played by Jami
Lesli, Sally Ann
Buchanan and Michelle
Gish. Their wellchoreographed
movements and flowing
transparant costumes added to the supernatural

feeling thatthey provided. They were much less
"witchlike" than the
roles are o(fenplayed but
nonetheless effective. It
was a • bit difficult to
understand all the lines at
times, thoUgh. -beciuise
each of the sisters hissed
while the others talked.
Bob Valentine, known
for his Mark Twain and
now Thomas Edisor .on
shows, did another
of his "there are no small
parts" character roles as
a porter who talks to bugs
before he dispatches
them and discourses on
the evils of drink and love
making. He provided the
comic highpoint of the
play.
Kevin Klier gave a
remarkable performance
as Macduff when you consider that he took over the
role only 24 hours before
curtain time when the
scheduled actor become
ill. He carried off the part
of one of Macbeth's
lieutenants, who deserts
and eventually kills him,
very well., There was a
slight lack of variety in
his performance, but with
so little rehearsal this is a
minor thing compared to
what he accomplished in
soAhortatiine
Costumes are usually a
problem in a play such as
'Macbeth." Designer
Michael Shore is, to be
commended for the goodlooking clothing that
everyone wore. There
Wit just -the- right mix-

tare of rough simplicity
and royal aplendor Both
of Lady) Macbeth's
dresses were Striking.
For those who like
theatrical lighting and
scenic effects (strobe
lights, floating heads,
ghosts and smoke pots I.
on stagebattles, beautiful
language, and a wellstaged production, the

performance director
Mark Malinauakas
prepared is recoMmended. It looks and sounds
good and it is very enterta in ing . Shakespearc:___
himself couldn't have
asked for more,
-Macbeth" will be performed et I tonight,
day and Saturday at the
Johnson Theatre.

Friday & Saturday
5-10 p.m.
Try Granny's Ribs
$195
lei

Order
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Full Order- $495

Sausage and
Biscuits
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These Prices Good Oct.9 thru 14th

All Men's

All Men's

Flannel Shirts

Leather
Jackets
10% Off

,•
vr

Area
Art
Event

One-man
Show
Originals and
Prints

•

•

By Wrangler
SM thru XL

14,)

10% Of

BLACKFORD HOUSE
GALLERY
418 Main

Murray,K

Dress Suits
36 Thru 50
Reg. & Long

10 h
4

rkkl

i

You ore invited to mesiortist Larry Dyke, who will be our guest of honor ate reception from 2
p.m. until 6:30 p.m.on Friday; October 9, 1981.
Lorry is one of our country's most prominent artists, and limited edition prints of his work ore
widely.collected across the nation. The exhibition will feature a number of his best known and
most recent originals, none of which have been shown in this area.
The artist is represented by American Masters Foundation, the some gallery that now '
represents Charles Froce.
Each Lorry Dyke Painting bears as its title a passage from the Bible, a reference which brings
an added dimension to his art. The artist's religious beliefs have greatly influenced his life, and,
in fact, have instilled in him the dedication and determination necessary to develop his talent to
the fullest. Larry views his artistic ability as • gift, a blessing through which he can give
something to others.
The artist's art exhibition is currently touring the natioh, and we urge you to come in and se*
these beautiful paintings and prints while they are in our gallery. Also register for the Framed
Lorry Dyke print we will be giving away on Friday at 6:30 p.m.

All Men's

A

4
C
i•

41.9'
1
'

All Boys
long Sleeve

B McGregor
Shirts

Ø

10

All Bop & Girls

All Girls

- Winter
Jackets

Dresses & •
Sportswear

Sizes 4-20

oi

Off

00/
0 Off

Sizes 2-14

Off

•

Off

•1

All Ladies

All Ladies

All Ladies & irs.

Sportswear

Dresses

Coats &
Jackets

Jr.-MissesHalf Sizes

P.";
0 Off I 10 h
°/

Off

10% of
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Grace M. Dedrnon, 51, New Concord, and Jerry Lawrence Rust,
24, Rt. 5, Murray, became the
fourth and fifth persons to die in
Calloway County in 1971 as a
result of injuries from traffic collisions. They died in a collision on
Highway 121 South.
Deaths reported included Kitty
Lawrence,
The Tappan Company planned a
dinner Oct. 9 for 41 employees who
had worked 25 years for the Murray Division. This inaugurated the
Quarter Century Club in Murray.
Installed as officers of the Murray Kiwanis Club were Morgan
Sisk, Raymond Carter, Robert
Daniel, and William Boyd.

Letter in The Editor

Appearance Changes
Dear Editor *
"There Is a certain relief in
change, even though it may be
from bad to worse; as I have often
found in traveling in a stagecoach,
that it is often a comfort to shift
one's position and be bruised in a
new place."
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
nd encouraged. All letters must be
igned by the writer and the writer's
ddress and phone number must be
for verification The phone
. ncludeI
umber Will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071

With one masterful stroke of the
pen, President Reagan has changed the appearance of the Supreme
Court of the U.S- and probably its
character.
"A sufficient measure of
civilization is the influence of good
women." Mrs. Sandra Day O'Connor will definitely be an asset to
the judicial system. Her past experience as judge has shown her
to be: "Gentle of speech, beneficient of mind. Wise to resolve, and
patient to perform."
In confirming her appointment,
the Senate of the United States has
endorsed an old American tradition: "American men have
always welcomed the practical
assistance of women."
By this act the President has
become the "true architect of his
own fortune."
L. Jackson Wolfe
Rte. 3
Murray,Ky.
753-9390.

State Challenges
Ilcidge Information
five-year road plan calls for 285
By SY RAMSEY Associated Press
bridge replacements which will
Writer
cost $170 million through 1985,
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The
Clarke said.
state has challenged the basis of
TRIP says it is a non-profit
some findings in The Road Ingroup which researches,
formation Program (TRIP)
evaluates and distributes
report that said more than twoeconomic and technical informafifths of Kentucky's bridges
tion on transportation issues.
should be improved or replaced.
It 'said sponsors include
None of the 5,338 spans — of a
contractors, construction
highway
total of 12,815 in the state — is in
equipment manufacturers and
danger of collapsing, TRIP said,
suppliers, businesses involved in
"providing weight limits are
related road matters, insurance
observed."
companies, motor vehicle
"A far more prevalent safety
manufacturers and energy
hazard exists where narrow
companies.
clearances, dangerous apThe study was made for the
proaches and badly worn deck
group by Kentuckians for Better
surfaces increase the chances of
Transportation, a highwayvehicle accidents on bridges," the
promotion organization at
report added.
Louisville.
The Washington -based
TRIP said its classification of
organization estimated the cost of
"structurally deficient" bridges
restoring the allegedly deficient
was based on state and federal
bridges at $2.4 billion and recomengineering standards.
mended a 15-year renewal pro"They cannot adequately hangram averaging $160.6 million a
dle the maximum vehicle weights
year.
and traffic volume now authorized
"All bridges open to traffic in
on connecting roads," the
Kentucky are safe if posted limits
organization said.
are obeyed," said Jim Clarke, a
TRIP categorized another 2,198
Transportastate
for
spokesman
bridges as "functionally obsolete"
tion Secretary Frank Metts.
by those same standards.
The definitions of deficiency by
-These bridges have too few
TRIP are subject to argument, he
lanes, narrow clearances or sharp
indicated.
roadway angles that make
"They consider a bridge 'strucpassage difficult and hazardous,"
turally deficient' if it has a weight
it said."Most spans are more than
limit or vertical or horizontal
40 years old."
clearance limit," Clarke said.
'funcbridge
a
"They consider
tionally obsolete' if it has a curve
on either end or is carrying more
traffic than anticipated when
originally built."
Clarke said the latter "is a real
NEW YORK (AP) — The corcatchall" because most older
pyramid has collapsed into
porate
acto
built
were
bridges
of a light bulb that is fillshape
the
commodate farm-to-market
meniality,
with
redundancy,
ed
traffic.
obsolescence and incompetency,
If they now a-e located in sursays Prof. Eugene Jennings.
burbs with much more traffic, he
And that, says Jennings, is the
said, "that does not make them
why American productivireason
unsafe."
far below the longfallen
has
ty
allow
to
inability
"Even the
average
term
increase of more
water to pass under a bridge
year.
a
percent
3
than
without obstruction can be
Correction begins at the
classified as. functionally obmanagement level rather than
solete," he said.
with workers at the bottom, as
TRIP's cost estimate for bridge
businessmen believe, said
many
improvements has to be viewed
who identified the proJennings,
"as a perfect wish list (although)
than a decade ago and
more
blem
we'd love to have $160 million a
on it ever since.
worked
has
year for it," Clarke said.
the professor means
for
"Work"
"Such a program would create
Teaching managethings:
many
an estimated 5,170 jobs in
at Michigan State Universiconstruction and related fields of -tient
ty, advising corporate and governemployment," TRIP said.
mental management, analyzing
have
would
TRIP said the state
and writing books on
companies,
to pay only part of the total price
findings.
his
tag because one-third of the
In one of these, "Routes to the
bridges included M the report are
Executive Suite," published in
county or city-maintained.
1971 by McGraw-Hill, Jennings
At a cost of $31.9 million, 36
the bulge that
described
bridge replacement or construcdeveloped during the easy days of
along
underway,
are
tion projects
the 1960s and recommended a
with 42 repair projects at a cost of
solution: Resizing.
$13.7 million, and that the state's
The term, which means growing
lean and mean, has now become a
Manzty Ledger & Times
buzzword in corporate analysis,
and many companies, including
usPsiovx
General Motors and Sears,
Walter I.*Apperson
."
Putilisher
Editor
Ft Gene McCutcheon
Roebuck, are well into resizing
The Murray ledger & Times is publuised
programs.
evers afternoon escept Sundays, July I.
The problem began when
Christmas Day. New Years Das" and Thankagiv.
If41 by Murray NewsPalrrs. Mr .106 N. 4th
of fat — line and support
deposits
Milroy. Ks 43111. Second Class Postage Paid at
personnel — were layered onto
_
Murras,Ky 43071
SURNCRIPT1ON RATES In iroas served by
management ranks in the 1960s
carriers $3 25 per month, payable in advance
without regard to cost and producBy mail in (Latium sy County and to Benton, Hattivity, lezmings recalled. It was a
iNn Mayfield. Sedalia and Facrungton,Ky . and
Paris Fiuchartan and Rides,. In . 121 2I1
;
time, he said, when mail-year By mail Co other clestinations.$31 30 per
to
easy
profits
found
porations
year
come 'A,. "They had to work at
Mernbes of Associated Press Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
losing money," he said. They
Association
developed a girth just below the
to
The Assoilated Press is delusively entitled
71irepublish local IC WS oninnated by The Murray
top.
lodger & Tunes u well as Si! other AP news
By 1975, management personnel
TEII.P14ohlt. NUMBERS
costs as a percentage of total
153-1111
Business Office
Classified save rti sine
153111
labor costs had doubled, and the
7131111
Retai Display Advertivrw
girth area, representing less than
Cierulation
1331111
one-third of all personnel, had
713-1111
News and Sports Dept
almost tripled when compared to

Business Mirror

20 Years Ago
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New Library Support Group Formed
To Help Offset Funding Cutbacks
spects also are sum for them pickI don't generally do this for just
ing up any time soon. anyone, but when two of my
• • •
dearest friends asked for help, I
So, Mrs. Sparks, Miss Rubie and
had no choice but to turn off the tv
tsome other good friends of the
and get with it.
university have come up with the
They are Mrs. Lois Sparks and
new organization, which, hopefulMiss Rubie Smith. Mrs.Sparks,as
ly, will help bridge the gap caused
you know, is the wife of the presiby the appropriations cutbacks.
dent emeritus of Murray State,
jhey call4c4ssociates of MurDr. Harry M. Sparks. Miss Rubie
ray State Umversiti,'Libraries, is the retired chairman of what
and they are inviting everyone
once was the Department of
who will to have a part in it. Mrs.
Elementary Education at the
Sparks is the first president, and
university.
Miss Rubie the vice-president in
Now, these two dear ladies are
charge of membership.
spearheading the formation and
They had a founding meeting
establishment of an organization
last April 24. Dr. Forrest C.
whose primary objective it is to
Pogue, the renowned World War
help support the libraries at MurII historian and one of the univerray State — much the same, if not
sity's most distinguished
more so, as do the Friends of The
graduates, was the speaker.
Library support the Calloway
Since then, they've been beating
County Library.
the bushes and spreading the word
There are five libraries on the
in search of charter members.
Murray State campus. In addition
The deadline for being one is Oct.
to the Harry Lee Waterfield
31 — Homecoming Day at Murray
Library, the main one, there also
State.
are the: Forrest C. Pogue Special
Next Tuesday night, Oct. 12,
Collections Library, Legal
they have a big dinner meeting
Resources Library, Media
planned to really get the ball rollResources Library and the
ing. It is scheduled for 6 p.m. in
Science Resources Library.
the beautifully-decorated Great
Altogether, they house
Reading Room of the Special Colsomething like 350,000 volumes of
lections Library, which is the old,
books and more than 250,000
or original library building.
documents, periodicals and
The speaker will be Dr. Thomas
various non-book materials.
D. Clark, considered by many as
Until the last few months,
the dean of Kentucky historians.
materials for all these libraries
He is going to talk about "Kenhave been provided from state
tucky: Land of Contrast."
and university funds. But, if you
Tickets are $7.50 each, about
read the papers, you know how
what you would pay for any good
both of these sources have been
dinner out in town. I understand
drastically reduced of late. Prothe deadline for reservations is
it s- firdtr/ Cuittriti tonight, but if you call 753-3719
right quick, I'll bet they'll set a
plate for you.
• • •
Memberships in Associates of
total management costs. "Nobody
Murray State Libraries range
would turn off the light bulb," he
from $10 for a regular membersaid.
ship to $150 for a lifetime one. A
But why, he was asked.
family membership costs $20, and
"Because nobody was
productivity-conscious," he said.
That, said Jennings, led to the
collapse of the pyramidal structure of fewer and fewer personnel
at each ascending level of
responsiblity. In its place came
the light bulb shape, stuffed with
unproductive people and posiWASHINGTON (AP) — Betting
tions. This, he said, is the stuffing:
1. Meniality. People doing work
that President Reagan and the
Republican Party are selling betthat is mundane and below their
ter on Main Street than on Wall
salary levels. Executive clerks, so
Street, GOP officials are offering
to speak.
2. Redundancy among divisions
buyers a piece of the Grand Old
and offices, with people doing the
Party.
It's all part of a pyramid-style
same jobs.
3. Obsolescence. People who
recruiting program. The return
promised is inspiration rather
haven't grown with the job.
than money.
4. Incompetency.
Shares in the GOP are going for
Now, concluded Jennings, we
$25, a price set by the seller, the
have to rip the stuffing out of the
Republican National Committee.
light bulb. We have to get back in
But unlike stock sold on Wall
shape if American industry is to
Street, there's no resale value to
attain the productivity growth
that made the economy vibrant.
GOP shares.
We have to achieve again the
Instead of hoping for a bull
market in their "political stock,
firm lines of the pyramid.
buyers have to settle for whatever
feeling of belonging comes with
being a small contributor to a
political party. For an extra $10,
GOP shareholders in Southern
California will get a chance Friday night to hear three hours of
Aldous Huxley once wrote that political rhetoric and to sing
"there is only one corner of the "Sharing in America," a sixuniverse that you can be sure of stanza song that a party
improving - and that is spokesman said "sounds like a
yourself!'
Pepsi commercial."
It all will happen at the first
, This piece of sound advice for
-Republican "shareholders
sssfisktAtIltan,
lead us into isolation if we are not convention" in the Long. Beach
careful. It might be well to
Canvention Center, a couple of
balance it with this maxim from
hours drive south of President
The Lazy Man's Guide te
Reagan's California ranch.
Enlightenment, by Thaddeus
If it's a hit — and party officials
Goias (1980):
Say all 10,000 seats sold two weeks
Whether I am conscious of it or
ahead of time — the show will go
not, I am one with the cause of all
on the road with shareholders
that exists. Whether I feel it or
conventions early next year in
not, I am one with all the love in
Houston, Miami and New Orleans,
the universe. .
with others considered for some

Pyramid Collapses

Washington Today

Murray State students may join
for $5.
There also is a "sustaining
membership" for $25 and a
"patron membership" for $50 to
go along with the lifetime one.
"Wouldn't it be great if everyone
signed up for a lifetime membership!" Mrs.Sparks exclaimed.
She and Miss Rubie are quite exroxtbot the venture:Through
the efforts of the new organization, they can envision all kinds of
gift books and special items being
provided the libraries —
materials the university people
could never obtain with the appropriations cut back as they have
been.
They also see in the new
organization an opportunity to expand the libraries' regional services and to make their contents
more helpful to all the people of
the surrounding region.
• • •
dean of
Strohecker,
Ed
Dr.
libraries at the university, echoes
this last aspiration. -The
organization will help us provide
better service to our region
through the individual and cornbined efforts of its membership,"
he said, "and will enable us to
build up various collections outside The academic sphere and of
special interest to the people of
our region.
"We are very enthused and excited about this new support, and,
needless to say, most appreciative
for it."
Boiled down, it all comes to this:
If you appreciate the taken-forgranted American liberty of
reading what we want when we
want, you might consider joining
these good ladies and their friends
in this worthwhile endeavor.
It will give you a good feeling for
having done so, and, the Lord
knows, the library folks at Murray
State will love you for it.
•

•

30 Years Ago

•

Howard W. Coy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. Coy, was in training at
Keesler Air Force Base,
Mississippi.
The Rev. H. C. Chiles, pastor,
First Baptist Church, Murray,
had started a series of Sunday
evening sermons on 'Magnificent
Messages From Marvelous Men."
Births reported included a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn,
Oct. 6. Mrs. J. C. McDaniel, president,
Faxon Mothers Club, announced
plans for a Halloween Carnival,
Oct. 26.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
has an ad in celebration of its 65th
anniversary.
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Today In History
DONALD M. ROTHBERG

GOP Stock For Sale

Thoughts
In Season

Army Sgt. First Class Joe N.
Cohoon was stationed on Okinawa
as a member of the 18th Aviation
Operating Detachment. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Euphrey
Cohoon and is married to Juanita
Futrell.
Donald E. Cole, son of Mr. and
Mri. Noel V. Cole, was undergoing
recruit training at the Great
Lakes, Ill., Naval Base.
Deaths reported included Coy
Taylor,71.
Mr. and Mrs. Bunn C. Swami of
403 North 16th Street celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Oct. 14.
Mrs. J. B. Wilson and Mrs. W.
E. Mischke directed the program
on "Autumn Fun and Frolic" at
the meeting of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.

big Northern cities.
The conventions were the idea
of Richard M. DeVos, a founder of
Amway Cor15., the home products
firm that recruits people to sell to
their neighbors.
As chairman of the Republican
National Finance Committee,
DeVos is trying to apply the Amway technique to political
recruitment.
Each of the people who attend
the convention in Long Beach will
be asked to turn in three names of
likely recruits.
The president plans to spend
that evening at his Camp David,
Md., retreat but will deliver the
keynote address to the
shareholders convention via video
tape.
After the president's taped
speech, there will be a nominating
convention-style cascade of
balloons and the University of
Southern California marching
band will enter the hall.
The idea of it all is "to get these
people _enthused and excited,"
Sangster said. "We want them to
run out .and call those three
people."
It. it unclear from te schedule
when the 10,000 voices will join to
sing "Sharing in America":
"From a dairy in Wisconsin
"To the lights above Broadway
"From the lakes of Minnesota
"Frew.a ranch in Sante Fe
"At a South Dakota
mountainside
"O'On the beach at Tampa Bay
"People get together
"To share the American way."

Today is Thursday, Oct. 8, the
281st day of 1981. There are 84
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 8, 1934, Bruno Hauptmann was indicted for murder in
the death of the infant son of aviation pioneer Charles Lindberg.
On this date:
In 1939, Germany incorporated
western Poland into the Third
Reich.
In 1945, President Harry
Truman announced that the
United States would share its
atomic secrets only with Britain
and Canada.
In 1961, Prince Souvanna
Phouma was chosen premier of
the new provisional coalition
government in Laos.
And in 1975, heavy fighting in
Beirut and northern Lebanon took
at, least 25 lives, shattering the
latest truce between warring
Christians and Moslems.
Ten years ago: The Soviet
Union ordered seven British
citizens to leave the country, in
response to Britian's expulsion of
105 Soviet representatives.
Five years ago: President Ford
apologized to Polish-Americans
for saying in his debate with Jimmy Carter that the Soviet Union
did not dominate Eastern Europe.
One year ago: Turkey's new
military regime hanged two convicted terrinisLs, ilte first eaecutons in that nation in eight years.
Today's birthdays: Civil Rights
leader Jesse Jackson is 40 years
old. Baseball pitcher Paul Splittorff is 35.
Thought for today: I believe in
the discipline of silence and can
talk for hours about it. — George
Bernard Shaw, English
playwright (1856-1950).
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. 4-H WEEK — The week of get. 4-10 has been proclaimed 4-H Week in Murray
and Calloway County. Dining the week,several merchants have their More windows decorated with 4-H items and various restaurants will have 4-H placemats.
At the proclamation signing were(from left) Jenny Bruce, East Whiners Club;
Robert-O. Miller, county judge-executive; Denise Cunningham,Penny Loafers
Club; Melvin B. Henley, Murray mayor; and Dale Barrett, Superstars
Southwest Club.

gram- planned by the In- Director of Regional Serstitute for Rural Develop- vices, Institute for Rural
ment at Murray State in- Development, Murray
cluded TVA solar efforts' State University, Murin Kentucky, recent solar ray, Ky., 42071,(502) 762activities of the Kentucky _1765.
Department of Energy
(KDOE) as presented by
Ralph Dennis, KDOE
solar energy information
director, and the present
status of the 'Kentucky
Solar Coalition.
A date and location for
the next meeting of the
group has not yet, been
determined, however,
anyone interested may
Tleitefe'
Other topics on the pro- contact: Jeff Green,
More than 30 solar
energy enthusiasts from
West Kentucky attended
a recent meeting at Murray State University to
discuss planning and uses
for solar energy, particularly in Kentucky.
Gaspar G. DeGastano,
project manager for the
Nashville-Middle Tennessee Solar Water
Heater Demonstration
Project of the Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA),
led a discussion on "ActiSrWater

The Rev. Bill Whittaker, pastor of First
Baptist Church in Murray
and president of the Kentucky Baptist Convention, was guestspeaker at
the weekly Campbellsville College convocation at 9 a.m. Toes..day, Oct. 6, in the College's Athletic Center.
Whittaker has been
pastor of First Baptist
Church since 1976. He has
also pastored First Baptist Church in Sturgis and
Jackson Grove Baptist
Church in Bowling Green.
He has also been assistant to the Dean of Student Affairs at Western
Kentucky University.
Whittaker, a native of
Bowling Green, is an
honorary alumnus of
Clear Creek Baptist
School. He is a graduate
of WICU and received his
master of divinity degree
and doctor of ministry
degree at Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary.
He has served as a

summer Inallgenart
-Kay Howard
Louisiana end Is
111bMakar, dna three
Philippine Islands.
childrend John Mark,
,
Whittaker is a =ober Lam mark and mar
of numerous load and lap.
Mate Baptist
tions. He has bee=
ed with the Kentucky
Baptist Convention in
many capacities ,ineluding work with the
Board of Child Care and
serving as president of
the Kentucky Baptist
Pastor's Conference. in
1979. He was also
Southern Saninary Kentucky Alumni president
in 1900.
Whittaker hai been a
member of mission
teams to Eastern Kentucky, Michigan, Montana, Ohio and Jamaica.
Since 1975 he has preached in 18 revivals.
He has had articles
published in "Western
Recorder," "Proclaim"
and "Deacon." He is currently working on a
biography of H: Boyce
Taylor.
Whittaker and his wife,

—
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C..a Try our truly autheetic'Ckiries•
food.
Americo. Breakfast 6-1 I
Leech 11-2 Diviner 4-10

Weekday Lunch
Special Combo Plate
Sat-Lunch
All You Con Eat
Sunday Buffet
All You Can Eat
hwy.641 Katt,NO*in
!Away,Ky.(502)753-44U
Owner ail Ckel. Maley He
We Wekemee Take Out Orders"
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prescription before weIS n

Concentrated heir spray
Regulm, unecented,ulos hold,
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Wesler Appointed To Program

Southern Optical would like
to make the world
look better to you.
You can be confident in eyewear from Southern
Optical because we won't take shortcuts when
it comes to your eyei. In fact, we take extra
steps in grinding, polishing and testing your
lenses to convert your-prescription into the
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
available anyWhere. And that could make a lot
of things look better to you.
For a free copy of our booklet,"Extra steps
to excellence," stop by 641 No. Olympic Plaza
or call 753-0422,
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Kit W. Wesler has been
appointed by Murray
State University to
develop an archaeological service program for the university's
primary service region.
He will be available to
provide professional archaeological services to
area contractors who
need assistance with environmental impact
assessments, to historic
preservation groups who
need assistance with
heritage research and
restoration and to other
public or private clients
who need the assistance
of a professional archaeologist to comply
with local, state or
federal regulations.

Wester, a Phi Beta
Kappa graduate of
Washington University in
St. Louis, earned the
M.A. degree at the
University of North
Carolina and is a Ph.D.
candidate there. Experienced in both
prehistoric and historical
archaeology, he directed

tn shine

•

,the new program
represents an effort by
Murray State to provide
professional assistance
within its primary service region while providing practicum experience for students
Dr. Kenneth Harrell, enrolled in archaeology
dean of the College of field and laboratory
Humanistic Studies, said classes

the archaeology portion
of a statewide cultural
resource survey for the
Maryland Historical
Trust prior to accepting
the assignment at Murray State.

When the program
becomes well established, it will be selfsupporting, according to
Harrell.
Anyone wishing further
information regarding
the availability of the service may call Wesler at
1502)782-4058.

Workshop To Be Conducted

A keyboard workshop
team from the Department of Music at Murray
State University will conduct a piano workshop in
Mayfield Friday,Oct.9.
Scheduled from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at Mayfield
High School, the
workshop is sponsored by
Mayfield Music Club.
The
are
full-tim
.No
chaeological consultant It is open to interested
has previously been people from throughout
available in West Ken- the area at no charge.
Members of the
tucky.
keyboard team from
Murray State are: Marie
Taylor, associate professor and keyboard unit
coordinator; Dr. James
McKeever and Dr.

gouttuyin
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Archaeological Services To Unfold

Judyth Lippman, both
assistant professors; and
Charles Stone, keyboard
technician.
Sessions scheduled for
the day include:
9 a.m. — "Selecting
Good Editions of Piano
Music" and "Baroque
and Classical Ornamentation" by McKeever.
I 0 : 3 0 a. m . —
"Teaching Theory Fundamentals through Improvisation" by Ms. Lippman.
1 p.m. — "Teaching
Technique to Intermediate Students" by
McKeever.
1:30 p.m. — "Twentieth

eNAAett ir

Century Repertoire for M.Mus. and D.M.A.
the Intermediate Stu- degrees at the University
dent" by Mrs. Taylor.
of Cincinnati College2:15 p.m. — "How To Conservatory of Music.
Choose a Piano Teacher"
Ms. Lippman earned
by Mrs. Taylor.
the B.Mus. degree at the
2:30 p.m. — "How To University of Cincinnati
Choose a Used Piano" by College-Conservatory of
Stone.
Music, the M.Mus.
Mrs. Taylor is active as degree at Northeast Louia harpsichordist and lec- siana University and the
turer, as well as a pianist. Ph.D. degree at Ohio
She holds degrees from State University. She is a
Southern Illinois Univer- co-author of "Keyboard
sity and Michigan State Skills Workshop."
Stone, who trained at
University in piano performance.
Harris Engineering Co. in
McKeever earned the Detroit, is skilled in
B.F.A. degree at Indiana rebuilding pianos and
University of Penn- works in Nashville
sylvania and both the regularly maintaining
and tuning concert
grands for artists and for
recording studios.

(MOST STORES;

a.

Court
Evidence
Melts Away
Vi‘t

SEATTLE (AP) —
When it came time to rule
on Robert J. Lawrence's
burglary conviction, you
could say that justice was
melted out.
Lawrence went to the
Washington state court of
appeals seeking to have
the verdict overturned
because police did not
preserve what he claimed
was an important bit of
soft evidence" — his footprints in the snow.
He said police were
obligated to preserve or
record a set of footprints
leading to a bush where
he was sniffed out by two
police dogs.
But the court said
evidence must be retained only when it is
considered material, and
that Lawrence had 'not
shown it was.
The court also tossed
out Lawrence's contention that use of police
dogs to identify him was
inadmissible. It said
testimony showed the
dogs and handlers were
skilled at tracking and
that the trail was fresh.
He was convicted for
the Jan. 10, 1980, burglary
of a home in Bellingham.

Slashed 35%! 3-Head
Stereo Cassette Deck With
Double Dolby* NR SCT-31 by Realistic

A top-of-the-line deck—a rock-bottom price!
Records and plays all cassettes—Metal, Normal,
FeCr, and Cr02. Three heads and Double Dolby NR
give off-the-tape monitoring, in Dolby, as you record
Variable bias control, fast, 16-segment, 2-color LEE
level meters with "peak hold" button, full Auto-Stop.
more! #14-614

Save Even More on This Complete Hi-Fi System! By Realistic
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MIRP,14/1\TWIT
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Reg.
Separate
Items
659.80

1...111-111 ,1
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• Realistic STA-111 Digital-Synttes42ed AM/FM Stereo
Receiver-30 Watts/Channel, Min. RMS into 8 Ohms
From 20-20,000 Hz, With No More Than 0.02% THD
• Two Realistic Minimus" -11 Metal Speakers
• LAB-290 Turntable, $29.95 Realistic/Shure R47EDT
Magnetic Cartridge

From Diet Center
Patty

A little

early, you

DIET CENTER COUNSELOR

think?

The holiday season will soon be upon us, perhaps with
unwanted pounds. To avoid New Year's resolutions about
dieting, take action now!

28% Savings! Belt-Drive Changer Half-Price! Bookshelf
Speaker MC-600 by Realistic
LAB-220 by Realistic

You can lose 17 to 25 pounds in just six weeks. Start
now—be thinner by Thanksgiving and skinny by Christmas.
Don't let the New Year find more of you than you would like.
Come in now. Together, we can make it happen. Give
yourself the, best Christmas ever—a thinner, healthier,
happier YOU!

DIET
CENTERS

Reg. 139.95
S-shaped tonearm assures precise tracking. Strobe
and pitch control for accurate speed. With $294k
Realivtic/Shure R47EDT cartridge. #42-2971

99
Each

.Protect

your records! Bring
Reg.
3.gg in your old stylus and we'll fix
up with the right replaceEach you
ment

Reg. 39.95 Each
Space-saving Speaker at-a .money2" woofer for
/
saving price! Efficient 61
2" tweeter for clear
1
deep bass and..2/
highs. 100-18,000 Hz frequency.
response. Genuine walnut veneer.
4'. #40-1979,
/
131/2x874,x51
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LOOK!!
WHO'S HELPING BUILD A BETTER
MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY
THE FOLLOWING BUSINESSES PROFESSIONAL
PEOPLE AND INDIVIDUALS ARE INVESTING
THEIR TIME AND MONEY IN WORKING FOR THE
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL BETTERMENT OF THIS
COMMUNITY.
Murray,Ky.

Murray,Ky.

MEMBERS
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY - CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Actovorroas .
MIKE KELLER,CPA RICHARDS061,TREVATHAN,& HOWE.CPA
SHIRLEY,PIERCE,& WRIGHT,CPA
ADVERTISING
COOK'S ADVERTISING SERVICE
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES & SUPPUES
COSAGRAONC. •
AN CONDITIONING AND HEATING
COMPANY
GOTHAM
FREED

Axistmetas
LAKESIDE APARTMENTS
APPLIANCES.
DUNN TV & APPLIANCES
MURRAY APPLIANCE COMPANY
ROWLAND REFRIGERATION SALES AND
SERVICE
e
WARD/ELKINS
ATTORNEYS
HURT,HAVE RSTOCK & JONES
RONALD CHRISTOPHER
HUGHES & GREGORY
-

•
MOW NONE PARKS
COACH ESTATES& FOX MEADOWS
SHADY OAKS MQB I LE HOME COURT

DENTISTS
RONALD BAGS
JAMES COURTNEY
THOMAS L. HOPKINS
WOODF IN HUTSON
A. H. KOPPERUD
ALLEN MOFFITT
A. H. T I TSWOR TH
A.D.WALLAC.E
A.G. WILSON

MOMS
HOLIDAY INN
MURRAY PLAZA COURT
MOVING & WAREHOUSE STORAGE
Y.I.66NER MOVING & STORAGE,INC
NEWSPAPERS
MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES

DRUG STORES
BEGLEY DRUG COMPANY No.51
HOLLAND DRUG STORE
SCOTT DRUGS
WALLIS DRUG STORE

NURSING HOMES
WESTVIEW NURSING HOME
OFFICE SUPPLIES& EQUIPMENT
CAGLE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
TWIN LAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS

ELECTRK CONTRACTOR)-EQUIPMENT
PICKENS ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.
WELLS ELECTRIC
EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
ACTION PERSONNEL

OIL DISTMIUTOOS
BELCHER OIL COMPANY,INC.
KENTUCKY LAKE OIL CO.
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTORS,INC
RUDY LOVETT DISTRIBUTING CO

-FARM EQUIPMENT
G8, Y FARM CENTER
VINSON TRACTOR CO.

AUTOMOBILE DEALERS
CAIN'S AMC-JEEP,INC.
CALDWELL'S CARS, INC.
CARROLL VW-AUDI, INC.
DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET COMPANY
MURRAY QATSU N. INC.
PARKER FORD,INC.
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
DB,W AUTO PARTS'
MOTOR PARTS & BEARINGS
MURRAY AUTO PARTS
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR'SERVICE
BUCK'S BODY SHOP ROSE'S WHEEL ALIGNMENT

CARPET AND RUG DEALERS
SMITH'S DISCOUNT CARPET CENTER
CHILD CARE
APPLE TREE SCHOOL
CLOTHING STORES
BRIGHT'S
BUCK INGHAM-RAY LTD.
CHERRY'S
CORN-AUSTIN
LE RMANS
LITTLETON'S
NATIONAL STORE
P.N. HIRSCH & CO.
SETTLE-WORKMAN
TOWN & COUNTRY
COLLECTION AGENCIES
CREDIT BUR EAU OF MURRAY
COLLEGES
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
COMPUTER SERVICES
PSR COMPUTER SERVICES,INC.

FERTILIZER
HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
F000PROCESSORS
PARKER POPCORN CO.
WEAVER POPCORN CO.
FUNERAL HOMES
BLALOCK -COLEMAN FUNERAL HOME
J. H. CHURCHILL FIJNERAL HOME

LLOANS_

COWSTRUCTKIN-CONTRACTORS
EDWIN CAIN CONSTRUCTION
LASSITER PLASTER CO., INC.
DAN MILLER DEVELOPMENT CO.
RICKMAN & NORSWORTHY GENERAL CONTRACTORS
DAIRY PRODUCTS
FLAV-Cr-R ICH PRODUCTS
RYAN MILK COMPANY

•

_
RESTAURANTS
COLONIAL HOUSE SMORGASBORD
DAKOTA FEED &GRAIN
DEVANTI'S
DRUTHERS
HARDEE'S
JERRY'S RESTAURANT
.PAGLIAI'S PIZZA
SEVEN SEAS RESTAURANT
SUE & CHARLIE'S
WENDY'S

POT CONTROL
KELLY'S TERMITE AND PEST CONTROL
----ENARMACIESIETAJE.
CLINIC PHARMACY
SAFE-T-DISCOUNT PHARMACY

PHYSICIA/6& SURGEONS
DAVID L. BARRETT,M.D.(PATHOLOGY)
BAILEY BINFORD,N.C.(PSYCHIATRY)
GROCERSAETAIL
CHARLES D. CLARK,M.D.(GENERAL PRACTICE I
ADAMS IGA
RICHARD CROUCH,M.D.(GENERAL PRACTICE)
BIG JOHN SUPER STORE
HART OPTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES
OWENS FOOD MARKE T
JAMES C. HART,M.D.& BILL HART, M.O.
PARKER'S FOOD MARKET
RUSSELL HOWARD,M.D.(GENERAL PRACTICE)
STOREY'S FOOD GIANT SUPERMARKET
DONALD G.HUGHES,M.D.(GENERAL PRACTICE)
PHiLLIP B. KLAP.PER, M.D.(EAR. NOSE & THROAT,
HARDWARE-LAWN & GARDEN
& PLASTIC SURGERY)
BEALE'S HARDWARE,INC.
MURRAY.O.RTHOPEDICASSIMATES
•
CUSCO
RAY CHARETT,M.D &JOHN GOLBE RG,M.D.
MURRAY SURGICAL ASSOCIATES,INC..
HOSNTAL
HAL HOUSTON, M.D., HUGH HOUSTON, M.D., C.C.
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
LOWR Y,M.D.
INDIVIDUALS
MURRAY WOMAN'S CLINIC (OBSTETRICTS
GYNECOLOGY)
WILLIAM BOYD
PEOPLES BANK.
GENE COOK, MD. TOM GREEN, M.D., CONRAD
—JONES,M.D.
HOLMES ELLIS
.BILLY P'POOL, M.D.(GENERAL PRACTICE)
L. J. HORTIN,JR.
JOHN QUERTERMOUS, M.D. (INTERNAL
MAX B. HURT
MEDICINE)
JAMES M. LASSITER
RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATESOF MURRAY
L.D. MILLER
PRUE KE'LLY,M.0 .WILLIAM WILSON,M.D.
A W.SIMMONS,SR.
MICHAEL T. RIDLEY,D.M.D.(ORAL SURGERY)
DR. HARRY SPARKS
SHASHI TANDON,M.D.(ANESTHESIOLOGY)
INSURANCE
GORDON VIRE, M.D.(GEWNERAL PRACTICE)
CALLOWAY COUNTY FARM BUREAU
0.0BERT WILLIAMS, M.D.(GENERAL & VASCULAR
HOLTON & MELUGIN INSURANCE AEGENCY.• SURGERY)
KING-LANDOLT INSURANCE SERVICE
_
PLU/ABING AND PLUMIIING SUPPLIES
MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
MURRAY SUPPLY CO.
PURDOM & THURMAN INSURANCE AGENCY
SAM CALHOUN PLUMBING AND ELECTRIC
RONNIE ROSS INSURANCE AGENCY
JEWELERS
FURCHES JEWELRY
LINDWY'S JEWELERS
MICHELSON'S JEWELERS

CONCRETE BLOCKS & SHAPES
FITTS BLOCK AND READY MIX
STARKS CONCRETE WORKS

ISCREATION
HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL.INC

OPTOMETIUSTS
DRS.0.C. WELLS & JAMES M.BYRN
ORGANIZATIONS
MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB
MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB — ALPHA DEPT.
MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB-GARDEN DEPT.
MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB— KAPPA DEPT.

FURNITURE STORES
CRASS FURNITURE
ENIX INTERIORS
PURDOM'S INC.
THURMAN FURNITURE

BAITSTORE
MURRAY BAIT COMPANY
BANKS
BANK OF MURRAY
PEOPLES BANK
BEAUTY SCHOOL
EZELL BEAUTY SCHOOL
Suanam MATERIAIS
MURRAY LUMBER CO.

RIAt ESTATE
C.O. BONDURANT REAL ESTATE
COLEMAN REAL ESTATE
LORETTA JOBS REALTY-CENTURY 71
KOPPERUD REALTY
SPANN REALTY ASSOCIATES:INC

CREDITHRiFT OF AMERICA
MAIL ORDER &CATALOG SHOPPING
SEARS
NANUFACTIHUNG
FISHER-PRICE TOYS,INC.
RYAN MILK COMPANY
MURRAY FABRICS,INC. !
VANDERBILT CHEMICAL CO.

•

PRINTERS AND PURUSHERS
WINCHESTER PRINTING CO.
PUSLK UTILITIES
MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM
MURRAY WATER AND S'EWERSYSTEMS
W. KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC C.C.•

SAVINGS& LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN CO
MURRAY BR MICH
SECURITY FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
SCHOOL TECHNICAL
MURRAY VOCATIONAL CENTER
SERVO STATIONS
J & SOIL COMPANY
SHEET METAL
JONES IRON L METAL c6
2101STORES
FAMILYSROE STORE
SWAM SHOPS
14 EAST STUDIO GALLERY
PIER I IMPORTS
DOOM GOODS
DENNISON-HUNT SPORTING GOODS
11'00I
IRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
SURVEYORS
F.T. SEARGENT & ASSOCIATES LAND SURVEYORS
TELEVISION SERVICES
MURRAY CABLEVISION

ta0010iit

..

SOUTH CENTRAL BELL TELEPHONE CO.
W. K*. RURAL TELEPHONE CORP
THUMB
MURRAY THEATRtS,INC
TIER DEALERSIERVKIES
CARROLL TIRES. WHEEL ALIGNMENT
TOBACCO COMPANICATAREHOUSING
MURRAY WAREHOUSING CORPORATION
TRUCK LINES
PASHCALL TRUCK LINES
TRUCE:111G MOTOR FRININT
L. HUCI)4 OUTLAND ENTERPRIZES
VANErf STORES
KMART
VENOM COMPANNS
CALDWELL VENDING CO., INC.
VETERINARIANS
WARNER VETERINARY CLINIC
WHOLESALERS & LISTRIBUTORS DON FAUGHN ENTERPRIZES

RADIO STATIONS
WSJP RADIO STATION
RAILROADS
L&N SEABOARD COASTLINE RAILROAD

WHY DON'T YOU JOIN THE FORWARD MURRAY
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY PROGRAM
JOIN TODAY
MORRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY,
'1 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
3rd & Maple
753-5171
:

•

•
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News In Brief

Maupin Completes Four-Volume Work
Judith Ann Maupin, book encompasses all marked by tombstones. Lake Cemetery Reimslocal historian and known burial places She researched Murray- lion Project, and Trigg
genealogist and author of within Calloway County, Calloway County Health County Cemeteries. She
a weekly column in the ranging from one solitary' Department records, old currently is working with
Murray Ledger & Times tombstone td, the larger family Bible records and Hazel Shaw of Hardin on
Echoes From the Past, cemeteries such as the other sources to make a biographical history of
has completed her fourth Murray City Cemetery, this work as complete as the early settlers of what
is now known as Land
possible.
volume of cemetery Maupinsaid.
Between the Lakes, as
has
previously
Maupin
ineludhas
also
records, Calknray County` Maupin
Cemeteries.
ed known burial places of published Land Between well as a biography of the
The result of five years long-departed ancestors the Lakes Cemetery Futrell family.
— T h e K eat ae y
research, the 551 -7.1/0 whose graves are not— Records, The Kentucky
Historical' Society,
located in Frankfort, had
Maupin to
requested
research the cemeteries
of Trigg and Calloway

SAVE!

Counties as part of its
massive effort to record
all the graves in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
This project gradually is
being completed.
The importance of this
project can be realized,
according to Maupin,
when one considers the
number of family burial
grounds no longer in existence. With each passing year, the eternal
creeping of progress
obliterates these
cemeteries; and as older
41111011811•

• to
069 VA

On special split rate financing

44\1oil°6

110'14 15%
A PR finance charges for
the first 11 months

...on purchase of any new
Case lawn/garden tractor
Nan Case split rate financing, an
Annual Percentage Rate (A PR.)
of 10% will be applied for the first
eleven months of the contract.
On the remainder of the contract,
the A PR will be 15%. Purchase
must be financed through J I Case
Credit Corporation. Financing
available from 6 to 36 months.,
BO SERIES REAR ENGINE RIDER
[in]
•single lever control 8 forwarO
se
'•X)" tioairG mortrerleck
•Hili.. maneuverable
easy to use

Cash Dace of tractor and'mower

.
112 515 00

Down payment — cash aodros trade-in

II 931 25

Amount to be frnanced

7-1 Finisher

Thirty-sr,

Number of payments
Monthly payment fora 11 months $6232
Total payments first II months

Total peymeals rea•rnang 25 months

$I 64000

SAVE$33600

•royarA•ritucia;
TOUGH TRUCKS
FOR SMALL BUCKS!

Total of payments

S2.325 52

'Sales Us as applicable
Insurance charges and filing lees not included
In this example the composite ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE for mei Novena.osecontract 12an..

. .ce,. . • •1.4ed•oir.al

s'
2° lidcrialatillnits. srRilIDEvartmTnRooAtFrys
s or
.
* '
attachment
lift—with Snag-Fast system
•Full range of
yard & garden
attachments

3 Mills Thick

Fiberglass
Building Panels
From

McKeel Equipment Co. EWE
503 Walnut — 753-3062

-LAWN/GARDEN

TRACTORS

10'

Buchanan
Feed & Seed
153-531$
1118strial id. kiln,
.411110%

A
ER
f
JI

Come in now and pick up
a pip of a pick-up. We
have a good selection
and immediate delivery
on most models. Let us
put you in a Toyota today.

-Plastic- $950

$3,085.00
$2,400.00

SAVE $685°°

100 Lb.

Tobacco Plant Bed
Gas $110

10 hp •

Prices Do Not include Attachments

BRAND NEW
DELUXE TRUCKS

BRAND NEW
4WD TRUCKS

$700,00 tbs.

5-1 Grower $725

Finance charge — 9394 22

Regular Price
Sale Price

(AP) — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. Wednesday
named state Rep. Buddy
Adams, D-Bowling
Green, to serve as his
legislative liaison during
the 1982 General
•
Adams,wbo is netseeking re-election, will also
serve as an executive
assistant to Brown helping with the day-to-day
workload of the office.
Adams, 40, is a realtor,
farmer and businessman
who served three terms
in the House.

6135 52

Monthly payment reMairung
25 months $6560

8 hp
$1436.00
$1100.00

County residents who
have ordered copies of
the book or who would
like to have one may pick
them up at the Book
Rack, 808 Chestnut St.
The price to county
residenth is $15. The book
will sell to non-residents
and libraries for $20.

Buchanan Feed

643 75

Includes
311" Mower

Regular Price
Sale Price

citizens who may
remember them are no
longer alive, it becomes
more difficult to trace
family geneilogy.
Several cemeteries included in this book -are
now impossible to find,
due to their having been
destroyed.

APR.finance charges for the
balance of your contract

Me Menage on putExample col 1014/15% APR
chose of•new Case lessns/sperdenfrador and maser

hook
Inoney
—nt
The amou
involved wasn't
disclosed:

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP) — The FBI arrested
a 22-year-old soldier
Wednesday on six counts
of alleged embezzlement
from a Chicago bank.
James Yelvington,
special agent in charge of
-the FBI in Kentucky,
identified the man as
Michael David Rattliffe
and said he was arrested
at Fort Knox.
Rattliffe appeared
later before a U.S.
magistrate and was
released on his own
recognizance.
Yelvington said a
federal warrant issued in
Chicago accused Rattliffe
of allegedly embezzling
from the South Side

"Remember Compare these estimates ruffle EPA
Estimated MPG of lithe. vehicies You may get different
mdeage depending bn how fast you drive weather
conslitioas and tap length Actual lughway mileage srall
probably be less than the EPA'Highway Estimate

TOYOTA

A Foot

Hatcher Auto Sales
753-4961

PURINA
CHOWS

515 So. 12th — Murray, Ky.

..44:44481211••

..sesISC%1140.

EEF ROUNDU
NORTHSIDE

7

i

see•

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8th
Barbeque Supper Starts at 5:00 p.m

•

All You Can Eat
Only $25°

•

Under 12 -- $1.25; Under6 — FREE

Talent Contest Starts at 7:00 p.m.
*Singing *Dancing *Juggling
*Banjo & Guitar Picking
eand More

•

•

•

FREE PEPSI FOR EVERYONE
.•
f

. •

COME ON OUT EVERYONE WELCOME!
•

BEST
•

COP'

•
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Deafness Knows No Boundaries
In our society today are daily paper for 9 years.
many intelligent people After being widowed, she
No one knows who the who are handicapped in now is housekeeper for a
first deaf person was but some manner and yet deaf man who works in a
for more than two cen- manage to live full, in- newspaper office.
Her cabin mate was
tunes educators have teresting lives and to
been concerned with the __carve careers _IntFrances Seeley who loW._
problem which afflicts thiselves. As an exam- born in South Dakota. In
many people over the pie, on a recent cruiscof 1943 she went to Califorworld. A leader in our the Cunard Princess nia and worked at
country was Thomas there was a group of deaf Douglas Aircraft in Santa
Hopkins Gallaudet who passengers using the sign Monica and later for 26
w as born in language and -having a years as an electrical
Philadelphia of French' fine vacation. With some, assembler.
An active member of
ancestry. He graduated the deafness was confrom Yale University and genital and with others the group was Delmar
studied theology at An- deafness resulted from Cosgrove who lost his
dover. Eventually he an accident or from ii- hearing at 18 months of
decided to devote his life messes such as measles, age from an attack of
to the education of the meningitis, high fever or measles. He was born in
Spokane, WA and spent
deaf. He visited Europe infections.
Interpreter to this his boyhood in Walla
and studied methods of
the abbe Sicard in Paris group was Judy Higa Walla. He obtained his
and those of Thomas from Hawaii whose hus- education at Washington
Braidwood and his suc- band is Okinawan. She State School for the Deaf
cessor Joseph Watson in studied sign language at in Vancouver, WA and at
Great Britain. He return- the University of Hawaii Gallaudet College, where
ed to the United States in and she emphasized that
1816 and at Hartford, CT interpreters and teachers
he established a school are not one and the same
for the deaf, in support of — their roles are difwhich our U.S. Congress ferent. Judy was always
made a land grant. on hand with the group
Gallaudet presided over anytime there were
the school with great suc- special instructions and
cess until illness compell- she interpreted the entertainment as needed. The
ed him to retire in 1830.
Gallaudet College in group had special reservWashington, DC is the on- ed seats for "Showtime"
ly liberal arts college ex- and one evening the
clusively for the deaf. It Master of Ceremonies
is an accredited, private- paid special tribute to
ly controlled, federally her.
:THOSE WHOSIGN
supported.A.r.
One of the group was
educational college offering degrees of BA,BS and Mary Thompson who was
MA. Courses are taught born in our neighboring
by both oral and manual Trenton, TN and as a
(sign language) methods. child she attended the
Loans and scholarships School for the Deaf in
are available for study Knoxville. Later she was
here. It honors Thomas housemother for small
boys and girls in Arizona
Hopkins Gallaudet.
SIGNERS SAT IT WITH and later still she was a
proof reader in a large
HANDS
By Mariorie M.Maks'

he learned the trade of
printing which was his
lifetime career.
His wife Ruth lost her
hearing from nearly
drowning. The Cosgraves
live in La Mesa. CA and
have one daughter and
two grandsons and all
have normal hearing as
the Cosgraves' deafness
was"acquired" — n ot inherited.
Claude Bushey was
raised in the American
School for the Deaf in
Hartford, CT, which was
founded by Mr.
Gallaudet.
William Lloyd of
Doraville, GA is a color
etcher who received his
education at Alabama Institute for the Deaf in
Talladega.
Betty Gutsch, probably
in her late thirties and the

•• •

crispy potatoes, chilled
mixed fruit, a million
dollar cookie and milk.
November has been
designated Grandparent's month by the
Calloway County Schools.
Grandparents of students
will be invited to visit
schools and have lunch
with their grandchildren.
Scheduled dates will be
announced by schools at a
later date.

••
••
•• 753-0126 •••
%••••••••••••••••••••••.•
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DUNN FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
HRS.9-8 THURS.-FRI.9-5 SAT.

APPLIANCES

Buy Any Mattress
Get Matching Box Springs

if

-111G-

For Only

50c
The

INCLUDES: TWIN,REGULAR,QUEEN & KING SIZES
•
_ viCee

EMBER HEARTH
WOOD STOVE

•

is back
in Murray

Group of
Brass Or
Wood

4.7

Watch
This Space
For Details

German Pot Roast

.

•

4 Drawer
Chest

*
6-*

4•2
hie.

•

•

"
$48
Maple or Walnut

•

•

N'. **
11'

YOUR CHOICE

BBQ Chicken

^ •,

2 Piece Living Room Suites
Or

1
•

1

V

98p0

Regular.Size Hide-A-Bed

RENHOLINS
ESTAORANT
44ec°46""
161"'"
1206 Chestnut St.
Next To Dixieland Center
ust a short walk from campus
Hrs. 5 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sot.
6 a.m -2 p.m. Sun.

Buy One
Getretue
Free,

• Register
For A Free
Set Of
Bedding To
Be Given
Away Sat.

MICA;

(Soreetbretee)with Dva•lingt Defy eiP
Os'remarry Nights

huminnowis..
Filet of Ky. Lake Catfish
Oft Fri. Nights Ordy $ 50

Oz.

Lamps

slop

$

VI•

Truckload Bedding Special

Trenholm's
Restaurant
Is Offering Yoe

AVAILABLE

as

2o,

The New Aiinagement At

pay

volunteer at -the Paio-e-storting Oct. 1 I. 18 & 25 W.0. w:+tan.•

sula Litheran Church for•MUrroy; 1: ,S
IS .
-Lessons voill-bs
,
34 --years-ad
a•
"7":•
is,
•
on
the
er•
volunteer repairer for 2
years at the San Fran-•'loons, $4 per lesson per coup , first*
•
cisco Blindcraft as well •lesson FREE. Partner needed.
•
as serving with various • Do you tap your toe or finger or sway.
•
deaf organizations.
•just a bit when you hear good rhythmic.
After retirement they
•
• music?
moved to La Jolla and
they are great travelers •
• Do you enjoy being with other nice:
— a Caribbean cruise in •friendly people?
•
1978, to Hawaii and South • Would you like a hobby that both hus•
•
America in 1979, to • bond and wife can enjoy together?
•
Egypt and Israel in 1980 • If you answered
YES to these questions,
and now through the •
• you'll love SQUARE DANCING!
•
Panama Canal in 1981.
Organizer of this deaf •For More Information call
group was Ruth Skinner,
a deaf travel agent in
California, who arranges
"Interpret Tours" to
various destinations.

OCT. 8, 9, &t 10

:••:;

Oe Wed. Nights

•
•

chipper in Sausalito
Marine Shipyard during•
•
World War 1!.Mr.. The.Murray SQUARANADERS
Reneau served as a•you fo begin SQUARE DANCE lessons*

I
• .":"

School Lunch Week
Selects Theme;
Concept Explained

Whams

and

• Left Allemande
•
•
Promenande!

'•11

BEDDING

"Nourish Your
Neurons" will be the
Calloway County School
System's theme promoting National School
Lunch Week,Oct. 11-17.
The main concept of the
week will be nourishment
of the brain so students
can think smarter instead
of harder in school, a
school spokesman said. National School Lunch
Week, an event recognized for 19 years, was proclaimed first in 1962 when
President John F. Kennedy signed the NSLW
bill into law. Each year,
the president signs a proclamation declaring
NSLW and encourages
the public to join in the
nutrition event.
Special events planned
to celebrate NSLW in the
Calloway County system
inchtde a special lunch invitation to school board
members, a teacher appreciation day on Tuesday, a food service personnel appreciation day
on Wednesday and a student appreciation day on
Friday. The universal
menu developed by the
American School Food
Service Association will
be served on Wednesday,
Oct. 14. The menu is deli
turkey on a sesame bun,

youngest of the group, attended Mt. Airy School
for the Deaf before getting married and moving
to California.
Bernice Reneau of La
Jolla, Calif., attendbd
public schools in Texas
and California before attending Berkley Deaf
School for one year and
then working there for
thirteen years. Aftenthat
she worked for twentythree years for . an insurance company in San
Francisco.
Her husband Alva was
born on an Alabama farm
and attended Alabama
School for the Deaf in
Talladega. Then he moved to California and worked for twenty-seven years
for glass companies, first
as a machinist, then as a
glazier and later as a

•
•
•

Merl:Woe & Nylost
MANY MEI ITEMS NAV( BEEN GREATLY REDUCED, INCLUDING LIVING ROOM SUITES,
- TABLES, BEDROOM SUITES &RECLINERS
•
Tr

owiss•I!

V.;

••1•‘•
•

•

1'

•
•
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Students March At Capitol

Hargis Rites
In Chapel

Kentucky State rallies are slated for the
University students mar- University of Kentucky,
ched on the state Capitol University of Louisville
to protest cuts in state.and Northern Kentucky
funding of Kentucky University.
colleges.
Kentucky State UniverSome 125 students, in- sity football coach LeRoy
cluding a few from
Smith, one of several
rs at the rally,said
• state schools, took part in
Wednesday's 24-mile
ti& state budget cuts
march from the Ken- "have cut out all the fat;
tucky State University you are now down past
campus to the state the bone.
Capitol.
"To the powers that be
No state officials met we are g,athered here towith the students.
day, not in defiance, not
The rally is one of with vengeance and not
several scheduled by stu- as an unruly mob,"Smith
dent leaders. One was set said. "We are gathered
today at Eastern Ken- here today in a peaceful
tucky University in Rich- demonstration to show
mond and next week the powers that be that

Services for Dr. Sarah
E. Hargis were at 3 this
afternoon in the chapel of
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with John Dale,
Coleman Allmond,
nephew. and Henry
Hargis, brother, officiating. Jerry Bolls was
in charge of the music.
Nephews were active
pallbearers. Elders and
deacons of the Seventh
and Poplar Church of
Christ were honorary
pallbearers. Burial
followed in Murray
Memorial Gardens.

Rites
Conducted

'Nichols

Calloway County
Sheriff's Office officials
are continuing an investigation into the
recovery Wednesday
night of a stolen three-

wheeler, a sheriff's
tpoicesman said. The three-wheeler is
owned by Danny Belcher,
Route 1, Kirksey. It
reportedly was stolen
sometime between Sunday and Wednesday, the
spokesman said.
-2.85
In an unrelated inci37% +¼
3% +4 dent, sheriff's officials
32 -1,4 also recovereil Wednes59 -44 day a Ifoat, motor and
5 unc
19 -v. trailer owned by Keith
14 -% Beane, the spokesman
25% -4
said.
447*
24% unc
The items, which suf21% -F;11 fered — very little
17% 44
35.4, +4, damage," were stolen in
-21M
• August from Beane's

DOWN
1 Recluse

Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone

Chrysler
Ford
G.A.f
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
fieulgeist
1-131
.
1.•

CYPRESS SPRINGS RESTAURANT
SPECIAL
Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake

17 unc
30 +1.4
34%-¼
3342 .11,

Perunvalf
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S.Tobacco
Wendy's

An investigation into
the incident continues,
4114 -i-k4 the spokesman added.
154. unc

Answer to Wedaesday's Puzzle

EMU MUUUU 0
UUU UBOUM CUU
UOUOMU MUGU
UOUUM DOM
COM WOU MUM
ODOM U130 UM
CU UOU MOD U 0
WOU 1100 UMW
COM UUU MUU
UDO MUOUU
=NUM MULE
OUU OM= UM A
1200 [MUM UU
35 Quaver
38 Eat away
39 Sea eagle
41 Exclamation
42 Number
44 Printer's
abbr.
413 Above

01111114411 WWWWW
WallINUM 111=111111111
10111111111 MIN= NIM
WMOMM WON
WM WINIMM WM=
WINIMMEM MOM
MIMI WM=
WWII= WMIIIMMWM
WM= WEMMIll wu
WEN WEIONIM
WM WWII= WM=
WEWIIMM WWINIMM
MUM WIWI=
,

Fire Slows
Tree Service
, John Boyer, of Boyer
Tree Services, reported.
his business may be temporarily disrupted
because of a Saturday
fire at his residence,
Route 8, Murray.
Operation of the
business should be "back
to normal within a week
or so," Boyer said.
For more information
about the service, call
753-8536.

MPD Reports
Two Wrecks
No injuries were
reported in two accidents
Wednesday, according to
Murray Police Department reports.
On 6th Street between
Elm and, Poplar Streets,
Christine A. Key, 57, 205
attempted to
N. 10th
of a driveway at
back outSt.,
301 S.6th St. when she collided with James Eric
/
2 S. 7th
Berhow, 24, 5011
St., who was northbound
anith,the:,•••ortaaaid.
The second accident,on
U.S. 641 between
Chestnut and Arcadia,occured when Steven J.
Walker, 18,100 Fairlane,
northbound on 641, attempted a left turn into
Hardee's and collided
with Janice Ryan, 806 N.
20th, travelling south, the
reports said.

8 Oz. Hamburger

Steak Dinner
44

atuar753-2617M

5

Includes Cole Slaw,
Fries, Onion Rings,
Rolls& Butter

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
rray
S
.
SERVICE PAWiS M1113(m ui

502-436-5496

GINIRAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

Located in Cypress Springs Resort

17.37

C.E.F. Fund

28 Pennies
29 Take unlawfully
30 Yearned
31 Composed
32 Hailed
33 Masonic
doorkeeper

280, the spokesman said.

Sunday
Oct. 10

Saturday
Oct.9

Friday
Oct.8

1982 Model
6.2 Diesel
Now In Stock

- —

Vab

kmart

cymbals

•

Bring thTe Family

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Stock Market_

2 Encourage
3 Hindu
4 Latin
conjwictior
5 Argues
8 Pigs
7 Free
ticket
8 Before
9 Article
10 Cause
11 Highways
13 Sonia**
with powder
18 Toward the
mouth
19 Brief
20 Even up
22 Chairs
23 "Common
Sense"
author
25 African
gazelle
28 Hindu queen

Smith and other
speakers called for Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. and
other political leaders to
find the money necessary
for quality higher
education.
State Finance
Secretary George Atkins
said later that "education
(is) the most important
thing we're involved in."
He added that education
would be the first area to
receive extra money if
state revenues exceed
expectations.

Two Calloway Countians were injured in a
traffic accident at 2:30
Wednesday afternoon.
Jerry Birdsong, 40, of
Rt. 31durray.was_admitted to, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. According to the hospital, he
issuffering from a possible concussion and remains in satisfactoryrondition.
Lucille Atkins, 74, of
Rt. 6.Murray was treated
and released at the
hospital.
According to Kentucky
State Police, Atkins was
turning into her driveway
when she struck the vehi- CRASHED — Two Calloway Countians were injured on Elm Grove Road
cle driven by Birdsong Wednesday afternoon when the driver of the vehicle in the foreground attempted
head on. The accident to turn into a driveway and hit the other automobile bead on.
was investigated by KSP
officer Dale Parker.

Department'Recovers Items

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Detested
Lance
11 Refund.
12 Gave prior
notice
14 Russian city
15 Western
capital
17 Gold symbol
18 Danish and
division
19 Mountain
lakes
20 Stubborn
critter
21 Princess —
22 BrMtles
23 Conspiracy
24 Guided
26 Showers
27 Young girl
28 Eden dweller
29 Writing
board
31 Join
34 Coal weights
35 Pith helmet
36 Three-toed
sloth
37 Goal
38 Feel one's
way
39 Cloth
milewm
40 Silver
symbol
41 Oldwomanish
42 Heraldic
bearing
43 Deadly
45 Sprinter
47 Speak slowly
48 Haste

we have come as one to
ask you -to no longer use
higher education u the
stepchild of the budgeting

•

Services for Marion
Alfred Nichols were today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn. Burial was in the
Poplar Groye Cemetery
there.
Nichols, 74, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn., died Tuesday at Henry County
General Hospital. He was
a member.of the Church
of Christ. Born Feb. /7,
1907, in Henry. County,
Tenn., he was the son of
the late Randolph Nichols
and Loris Nash Nichols.
Survivors include his
Widow, Myrtice Burton
Nichols, to whom he was
married on April 8, 1932;
vt; Donald-Et.trz!sr
Rt. 5, Paris; two sisters,
Stella Holley, Centralia,
II, and Effie Calloway,
Paris; a brother,
Newman Nichols, Paris;
two grandchildren.

ACROSS

Accident
Injures Two

Fall
Sale

SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE
LU

BYRON'S

4

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

avorrau

>

753-2380

40f.144 fil OTOIRipri OJ3>

**N.(

We Coo Easily

Nivea

Transfer Your

Moisturizing Lotion Refill Prescription
i
The Ideal Hand 8, Body Moisturizes
1
I To Byron's
oivElk
.,„)
Discount
59
1
$
r..,:*,..\*)2\,(21.AAAA,,,,
,A,
Pharmacy

JII
STOREWIDE
Monday,Oct.
Thru Saturday
Oct. 10, 1981

BAYER.
CHILDREN'S

AtrakMaole51s=====2

Ile Xing's

Bayer

•
•
I

4

500 Mg. No. 100

9C

$129
A6,4,4mis\i4,44AAA

Children's
Chewable Aspirin

tI Atr (tenter
Open
Mon.-Sat.9-6

Vitamin C

• „, .•

753-0550

'verAvy, v-v\wi*\fri y.".11
50 (4
Norwich
(
.I1)) Off (II))
it)
Aspirin
). On What \

Murray

Beginning Our 96th
Year Today!

99c I

You Want
Through the
Month of October
(2, 10NPON,
ivei‘ri'vrii*.TAvY "'revel Yv

5 Gr.
No.250

•

.f4:11e.
Siath-?e' •
111.1".

i

L2c

Stay Free
Mini-Pads

I

.11

Vidal Sassoon
Shampoo
$1 99

30's
$"

-

IIPA,kAv

Ierv a".
"
4"" Currty
"Continuous Family Service Since 1886"

96 Years of Service
J. H. Churchill, Ronald Churchill, and nOw,
grandson, Tdrnrny Walker have provided a total
of 96 years of family service. This allows the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home to arrange dignified
reliable services in your time ofneed.

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3•41

Tommy Walker-Owner

753-2411

.

Ls

urad

Bonus Box
Sale

SO's PlUs 20 Bunus

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00-6:00
Sundays
Prices Good Thru
October 14th

a.
"
/644/thiv#4404iv'
".
12

99c

We Honor
PCS,Travelers,
Medimet,
Ky.Public
Assistance
And Workman's
Compensation

VAINgi'rAw
Color Enlargement Sale

aft

8x10$219
•
5x7 1 1,9
Get a beautiful color ealargaineet
frost veer favorite 6-41 aegative
coupon; oust accompany order
impels Oct. 14t4,
/MA

111/If

SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVF—SAVE1

41.

Sports
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Lakers Visit Hounds

District Dominance Awaits Victor

LOOKING AHEAD — Calloway County High
School's Lakers (above) have been working this
week in practice to find a key to crack the Reidland
Hounds'defense(below right).
Staff photos by John Salerno

50th Marathon In 10
Years Awaits Lanning
Adam Lanning III has 385 yards of a marathon.
Lanning has two sons,
run in the Andrew
Jackson Marathon since Adam IV, 27 and Dean,
It was first started in 25, and three daughters,4444d,28, Thais
Jackson, Tenn. nil:La.:
years ago. In fact, 'this Bayberry. All, except
weekehd's distance race Bayberry, are
will be the 51-yeafr-old graduates of Murray
runner's 50th marathon High School and still jog
since he began jogging 10 or race to stay in shape.
Besides competing in
years ago.
other races, Lanning and
Lanning, a resident of his Murray Marathoners
303 S. 13th St., will travel will also be sponsoring
to Jackson with the Mur- the Land Between The
ray Marathoners, and Lakes Road Races '81 on
two somewhat unique Saturday, Oct. 24. This
runners. One is his year's races include a
daughter, Bayberry, 9, 13.1-mile race, a 10who will compete in the kilometer race and a 115,000 meter race, and mile Fun Run. Interested
the other is his dog, persons should contact
Galadriel. Lanning said the Road Race coorhis Doberman Pinscher dinator at 924-5602, extencan run the full 26 miles, sion 309.

By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Wrifer
The CalloVray County
Lakers travel to Reidland
Friday night to play a
defensively -tough
Greyhound team in a
game which could determine the Class AAA
district championship.
The Lakers, undefeated
in the district and 5-2
overall, are working hard
this week in practice in
an effort to penetrate
Reidland's districtleading defense (allowed
only 37 points this season
and also to develop a
defense to counter the
Greyhounds' varied attack.
Reidland is 4-2 overall
.and 1-1 in the district
after losing to Lone Oak
last week. A win over the
Hounds this week will
put the Lakers on top,
leaving only Crittenden
County (1-5 overall, 1-2
district) and Webster
County (1-4 overall, 0-1
district) as hurdles to
clear to the district championship.

However, a Laker loss
will mean a three-way tie
for the district title between Reidland, Lone Oak
and the Lakers.
CCHS coach Sam Harp
said this week he and his
staff have viewed four
game films of this week's
opponent and that the
team uses 36 different offensive sets. "You name
it, they do it," Harp said.
Among the game films
was Reidland's 7-3 razzledazzle victory over Murray High School, where
the Hounds recovered a
fumble and faked a field
goal to get in position for
the game's only
touchdown.
Harp said the Lakers

"will have to wach out for
the trick stuff" and also
have a good kicking game
to counter Reidland's
The Hounds 4-3 defense
has been the nemests of
many teams this season,
but Harp says the key to
running against it is to
look at the defense and
know blocking
assignments.
An impressive passing
game has emerged from
the Laker offense recently as quarterback Tim
Brown completed seven
of nine passes for 89
yards and a TD against
South Fulton, Tenn. last
week.
Offensive coordinator
Dan Walker said Brown
might be called on to
throw/the ball as much as
30 times or more against
Reidland to balance the
Laker attack. The coach
said Calloway will throw
as many passes "as it
takes to get it done."
So -far this season,
Brown has connected on
24 of 71 passing attempts
for 379 yards. He has also

run the ball 34 times for
185 yards.
Tommy Workman, who
has missed one game and
saw limited action in
another because of a
bruised &chines, has
practiced all week and
will start against the
Hounds. The senior
fullback has a total o(672

yards rushing on 111 cats- _Split end Craig Darnell
Ins caught tha ball nine
nes for 12 touchdowns.
Jeff Garrison, times for 204 yards and
Workman's replacement two TDB, and has two inin the Trigg County terceptions on defense
game, has run the ball 83 Tight end Don Ha rgn)ve
times for 437 hands this has 10 catches for 91
season The junior will be yards.
Kickoff tune for the
starting in his familiar
tailback position Friday game at Reidland is 7 30
p.m.
night

wri017\1101kM111111.7161 A1Var
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we sell
Notting Bet The Best*

We Still Have A Good Selection of
Frozen Vegetables

I

Frosty Acres Speckled

•

!Frosty Acres 100% Pyre

24/12.1.$21 69 lI

111 Orange Juice

a
.Ground Beef Patties
0 Owter Nod Pore

nf r

•LAJ

14th.$1 988 II

*ow,

oho, sm.

Lu;

•Sides of Choice Beef
0 Guaranteed Tender
0
0 Wholesale & Retail Meat
0

1

$135 i

No Cherie fer Carnet Wreilairf
A Fresno,

$O GIBSON HAM CO.1a
A

rt '07 N. 34 St.

44

MN** 753-1601
HOURS;7:00- S:00 Mem.-Fri.

We Aces's Food
Stomps

•

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."•

IV II1111IN0111IN MIIII

Colonel Slips From 1-AA Peak
Youngstown State's of Middle Tennessee tionally in pass defense,
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Despite a 135- Paris Wicks is third in leads place-kickers with' allowing only 94.5 yards a
yard rushing effort last rushing with 115.5 yards a two field goals a game. game. Louisville is 10th
weekend, Eastern Ken- game and fourth in all- Tennessee Tech's Ray with 104.2 yards a game
tucky's Terence Thomp- purpose running with Mullican is second with in Division 1-A figures.
1.75.
Is Ilth in
son has slipped out of the 158.5.
In Division I-A total defense, giving up
rushing lead in Division ITennessee Tech's Billy
A A , according to Blaylock is fourth in statistics, Kentucky and 225.4 yards a game. The
statistics released this kickoff returns with 27.3 Louisville are among the Cardinals2 Leon Williams
nation's leaders in pass has four interceptions in
week by the National Col- yards a return.
defense.
five games to rate among
legiate Athletic
Kentucky is fourth na- the leaders.
Freshman Kelly Potter
Association.
However, it took a
record performance to
knock Thompson out of
the lead.
The new rushing leader
is Idaho's Russell Davis
at 142.4, who set a
Division 1-AA record last
weekend when he rushed
for 345 yards against
Portland State.
Thompson is second in
rushing at 135.2 yards a
game and is fifth in
scoring with 8.4 points a
game. The sophomore
from Owensboro, Ky.,
has scored seven
touchdowns for the
fourth-ranked Colonels.
In other Divison I-AA
statistics:
—Western Kentucky
tight end John Newby is
eighth in pass receiving
with 5.2 receptions a
game.
—Morehead State's
John Christopher is second in punting with 44.4
yards a kick.
—Freshman Marcus
Moss of No.1 ranked Murray State is third
nationally in kickoff
If you own a home and a car,
cases, your household furnishings
returns with 28.3 yards a
You can also choose from options,
you're probably eligible for PCP—
return.
like
disability income insurance, to
Protection
Comprehensive
Personal
Kentucky
—Eastern
suit your needs.
—from The Continental Insurance
has the third best rushing
• Companies. That means you can
In short. PCP gives you more
offense with 249.8 yards a
get protection for your home, auto,
protection for your insurance dollar,
game.
personal property, liability and
So much more that I believe PCP is
The Colonels also rank
more in a single,'convenient pchicy.
one of the best insurance values
defensive
several
in
high
t --available today. Stop by qr give me ,
PCP gives you more—with
categories: fifth in total
call. I'll let you know how PCP can a
your
higher
for
limits
and
property
pet
defense (204.4 yards
work for ybu.
liability and replacement cost covgame), sixth in pass
erage-on your.home.and . in most
defense (99.6), third
net punting (39.1) and
fourth in scoring defense
(8.8 points a game). •
206 Main
—Morehead State is seMurray
cond in net punting with
753-34-45
Representing
40.7 yardsa game.
Several other Ohio
Valley Conference
sulos,daffes of The Contfoenfa, Co,pof at.oc
players rank high in Division 1-AA statistics.

The Clean Air Machine ...
fresh from Norelco.
Owner tie f101•11

r'

Daaartast

ivory
HB 1900
QUALITY FEATURES

• New aulomatic 10 cup coffeemaker
• Automatically switches from brewing to
warming cycle.
•,Warmer plate keeps coffee at proper erying
temperature
• Attractive almond color with brown accents

The Continental Insurance Companies

• Removes tobacco smoke
cooking odors and pet
odors frOrn the air
•TV8(31) dust and odors
.caused by airborne Wiens
and fungi

• Nol lust a mask or cover UP
• Costs only pennies a day
kx continuous 24 hOur
usage

• Easy to replace Niers work
iop to 3 months
oil swec•
•r

McCulloch has a
uality chain saw
iced to fit any
budget.

"I can get you more
protection for your
insurance dollar."

Holton, Melugin St Haverstock
Ins. Agency,-Inc.

'

•213 Cubic inch

,engtne
• Automittec and
manual bar and
hairt ogling

•Wraparound Chain

The Great Taste of
Movie Theatre Popcorn
Conies Home.

Brake/Hand Guard

The Wear-Eva,Popcorn Pump*,
was the first electric hot air cornpopper to pop up big, light dishcious tasting popcorn just like at
the movies, at horn*.

- Murray Home & Auto
i•ariniivaitt

S

.•

•

ft

4
•

•
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Recoiled Tigers Tackle'Cats

A BIRD, A PLANE, A TIGER?—Murray High receiver Jon Billington does a
Superman imitation along the Ballard Memorial sidelines while trying to snare a
pass from Tiger teammate David McCuiston last Friday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Re-Opened With
All New Games
Open Daily
12-12

4

806 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
When the subject of turnarounds crops up in the
prep school football ranks
this season one name in
particular should surface
time and again.
Murray High School's
grid program has made
an abrupt, 360-degree
about-face since losing its
first three games by the
lopsided margin of 81-3.
Since that time the
Tigers have clobbered
three straight opponents,
all district rivals at that,
to the tune of an 84-12 victory margin.
Friday night, however,
the Tigers will tangle
with a visiting Trigg
County crew that
responds to the MHS rebound with what Tiger
coach John Hina
,describes as "one of the
best, if not the best,
quarterbacks in this end
of the state."
Senior Wildcat signal
caller David Butts has
launched his Trigg Countians to the top of their
Class AA district with 5-1
record, having outscored
their opponents this year
184-61. Butts is a definite
college prospect, who
runs and throws with
equal success.
"Butts can throw and
he can throw well. He
likes to scramble and he's
hayd,.19, contain. Some
quarteTbacks can't throw
well on the run, but I've
seen him throw on the
run, jumping in the air,
you name it. And he fakes
the pass and becomes a
running threat as well as
any quarterback I've
ever seen," Hina said.
Butts isn't the only
threat on the Wildcats'
roster as his backfield
mates include release
valve Anthony Wilkerson,
a 4.7 speedster at
fullback, along with Pete
Broadbent, an 800-yard
ground gainer last year,
andsuper-quick Spencer
Acree.
Both teams come off
impressive victories last
week — MHS totally embarrassed district con-

tender Ballard Memorial,
35-6, at the Bombers'
Homecoming Friday and
at the same tin* Trigg
County was teaching Crittenden County a lesson in
manhandling with a 35-6
score as an audio-visual
display. —
Hina, pleased with his
team's performance, said
he really wasn't sure just
how good his squad could
be this year until the
Ballard Memorial game.
'Last week was our Mat
team victory of the year.
Not taking anything away
from Ballard, they're a
fine ballclub, but our
players were thrilled with
the team's success and
more importantly, they
were thrilled with each
other's individual efforts
as well.'
"Our defense has
shown improvement
since those first few
games and our attitude
has improved each week.
Before, we weren't sure
about how well we could
perform, but I think the
wins have given us selfconfidence and that's going to help 'us down the
road," said Hina.
Friday's 8 p.m. game
at Ty Holland Stadium

won't be a district contest, yet the Tiger coach
says it'll be a fine night
for good, hard-hitting
high school football.
Pregame activities
begin tonight when the

Baseball Miniseries Continue

..Rookie Skippers PAT:1-1 Mzricv.
By The Associated Press
It was the first major
league postseason
managerial appearance
for Montreal's Jim Fanning and Milwaukee's
Buck Rogers. Fanning
was a winner, while
Rogers was a loser.
However, they spoke
about the same basic
theme.
"It's only one of what
could be five," Fanning
said after his Expos
defeated the Philadelphia
Phillies 3-1 Wednesday to
take a 1-0 lead in the National League East bestof-five divisional playoff.
"Losing tonight was not
a catastrophy, although
every game certainly is

big in a short series,"
Rogers said after the
New York Yankees trimmed his Brewers 5-3 for a
1-0 le,ad in their American
League East series. "But
it makes tomorrow a bigger game for us."
The Yankees and
Brewers were to meet at
3:10 p.m., EDT, today in
Milwaukee, while the
Phillies and the Expos
clash in their second
game at 8:15 p.m., EDT,
at Montreal.
Meanwhile, the
Oakland A's ,head home
with a 2-0 lead over the
Kansas City Royals,
while the Houston Astros
take a 2-0 advantage to
Los Angeles to play the
Dodgers. Both series will

At
_
Fern Lake Cherry House

LOWEST
PRICES EVER!

Saturday & Sunday Oct. 10th & 11th

FREE!! Gifts With Each Pirchase
kw Prizes Retreshouts

SuperPaint, Interior G Exterior

Great selection of gifts for all occasions front collectibles to solid
Cherry Furniture. Upholstered furniture by Clayton Marcus

99

I.

NEW

CHRISTMAS CABIN

Latex Flat House Paint 8
1
299
Gloss Latex House.1299
Paint Reg. 1120.99
nay/ eel
Reg. $19.99

Open House Special - Artificial Oxistmas trees
4' to 7 '7'A'Colorado Spruce $99.95

SAVE
SWP,"Our Longest Lasting Gloss
Oil Base House Paint Reg. $20.99 gal.

*3

SAVE
Tough One'Flat
Latex House Paint Reg. $10.99 gal.

Open Daily 9 a.m. - late
Sunday 1 p.m.-6 p.m.

$1599
gal.

..7!"

1000' Est I-24 (Exit 3) awl Ky. 315-S
Paicak, Ky.
442-17113

ENERGY SAVING SPECIALS! •
Latex Caulk
Socket Sealer'. Wonderstrip-

Seals Cracks

9

Cuts Drifts

Weather Stripping
.1299 3/4" x

429
Reg. $1.99
$1. 9

laReg.05.99

Guarantee or
Limited Warranty

layaway lad Cads like.

on all Sherwin libilliarns
Coatings
See label for details

4.

After Keith Morelapd
resume on Friday.
()Aland edged Kansas knotted the score with a
City 2-1 in the AL West second-inning homer, the
Wednesday and Houston Expos took a 2-1 lead in
nipped Los Angeles 1-0 in the bottom of the inning
11 innings in the NL West. on a double by Tim
"There's no doubt that Wallach and a single by
the team which wins the Chris Speier.
Montreal's final run
first game of a series has
a better statistical came in the fourth when
chance to win it," said Speier walked, was
Montreal pitcher Steve sacrificed to second and
Rogers after he combined scored on a double by
with Jeff Reardon to stop Warren Cromartie.
Philadelphia. "But if you
Yankees 5, Brewers3
think we're going to sit
Rick Cerone's two-run
back and take it easy, no double capped a four-run
thank you.
inning and the Yankees
"We've seen too many used brilliant relief pitteams lose three straight ching by Ron Davis and
after winning the first Rich Gossage to beat
game," Rogers added
Milwaukee.
Fanning, who took over
"I had a pretty good
as Expos manager on fastball, and when I got
Sept. 8 when Dick ahead I tried to pitch to
Williams was fired, saidf pots," Davis said after
he told his batters to lay earning the victory with
off the low-breaking pit- 72-3 innings of. no-hit,
ches of Philadelphia's four-strikeout relief.
ace Steve Carlton.
"Our players have hit
Major League
against Carlton many
they
all
times, and
Baseball Playoffs
remember his stuff,"
Best-of-Five Series
Fanning said. "If they did
Tuesday's Games
anything to help
NATIONAL LEAGUE
West Division
themselves, it was laying
Houston,3, Los Angeles 1
off those pitches on which
AMERICAN LEAGUE
he gets so many
West Division
Oakland 4, Kansas City 0
strikeouts."
Wednesday's Games
Carlton worked six innNATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
ings, gave up seven hits
Montreal 3, Philadelphia 1,
and struck out six. He
Montreal leads series, 1-0
walked five, unusually
West Division
Houston 1, Los Angeles 0, 11 inhigh for the left-hander, nings,
Houston leads series, 2-0
who has won three Cy
AMERICAN LEAGUE
West Division
Young Awards.
Oakland 2, Kansas City 1,
"He (Carlton) doesn't Oakland
leads series 2-0
often get beat," said
East Division
New York 5, Milwaukee 3, New
Phillies Manager Dallas
York leads series 1-0
Green. "He wasn't the
Thursday's Games
same Steve Carlton, but
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
he pitched a good
New York (John 9-8) at
baseball game."
Milwaukee( uckovich 14-4)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Montreal jumped out
East Division
front in the first when
Philadelphia ( Ruthven 12-7) at
Jerry White reached on a
Montteal(Gullickson 7-9 1,(n)
' Friday's Games
fielders' choice, stole seAMERICAN LEAGUE
cond and scored on Gary
West Division
Kansas City (Gura 11-8) at
Carter's two-out double.

cpAft-q,
CPU
,

On Over690
Exclusive
Walicovering
Patterns!

A

•7 Selected Books
•Including kitchen & bath
patterns— plus elegant
grasscloth
•Pre-Pasted, Strippable,
Scrubbable choices

13.8 A.P.R. Financing
Available to qualified customers
..41 I
,04 Pontiac Phoenx
Oldsmobile Omega
J2000
Extended through Nov. 14th
16.80 Financing
Available on regular models
to qualifiedrustomers

walicovering packaged in double"
and triple rolls)

elds-Peatiae-Cadillae
Sale ends October 24

\
s......
1 11111

r.+0 Sifterwn 11141•./.. , AN.110,

Souths!de Shopping Center
South 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-3321

OCE
ShenvIn-Williams
Charge Plans
Available

p.m.
Friday the pregame activities will feature a
brief exhibition by three
Murray Little League
football teams beginning
at about 7:45 p.m.

AND AWAAY HE GOES! — Coach John Hina will be looking for more
breakaway plays like Mark Boggess'}i0-yard interception return last week to
guide the Tigers over Trigg County Friday at Ty Holland Stadium. Boggess(far
right in white) picked off a Bomber pass on the Ballard Memorial goal line and
scored with no time remaining on the first half clock. Staff photo by Jim Rector

Open House
Latex Flat Wall Paint
111I
Latex Semi-Gloss al0399
galEnamel Reg. $.19.99
v1.46.
Reg. $18.99

Tigers will hold a pep rally bonfire at Ty Holland
Stadium beginning about
8:30 p.m. The pep rally
will begin after the Tiger
freshman team hosts
North Marshall at 6:30

PIMDOM
11

0
GM.too

Satisfied Ciateaiers its lee
Isis tomer*

1414 West Nain-753-5315

•

Oakland ( Langford 12-10),(n)
East Division
Milwaukee at New York ( n )
NATIONAL LEAGUE
West Division
Houston (Knepper 9-51 at Los
Angeles(Hooton 11-6)
East Division
Montreal at Philadelphia

•

The.
EMBER HEARTH
WOOD STOVE
is back
in Murray
Watch
This Space
For Details

BEST

C

l'40:3-B 7111.. MAIL.. ky..1.1.3114.14

I nunicra).ttraborr•

i

Murray High
- hosts
Trigg County
8 p.m. at Ty Holland Stadium
753-606

Go Get Em
Tigers!
Good Luck

Purdom
Motors
Oldsmobile
Pontiac II Cadillac

401 Olive

753-5321

"All The Way Tigers"
L.D. Workman
Owner

From Mr. Gatti's

Heating, Air Conditioning
Commercial Refrigeration
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

At Five Points
753-5782

MURRAY ,0
AUTO PARTS
605 Maple Street
phonii7534424
Murray, Kentucky

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

Storey's
1982 MUSTANG

FOOD
GIANT

Don't Forget Our Complete
Machine & Radiator Shops

Roberson's 116 Burger
Inn
Owned By
Mildred & Harley Roberson

Jones 'Landscaping
• P'0,
117.0,11P LIWOUJO• Ser•rs

Phone 753-1725

Famous for Pit Barbecue,
Homemade Pies &
Plate Lunches

Y AVAILABLE

Ca14-753-0182

407 N. 12th St

.
Southside Manor

Or

753-1423
Rt 8 Industrtol Rd. Murray, Ky.
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Program Open To Nurses

Hospital Reporis
Adults 107
Nursery 14
Newborn Admissions
Higdosi, Baby Girl
(Susan), Rt. 1 Fancy
Farm.
Vales, Baby Boy (Annette), Rt., 1 Box 125-g
Puryear,Tenn.
Dismissals
Linda Marie Harrel,
Rt. 1, Almo, Mamie L
Foster, I10 Spruce Murray, Anita C. Harwell,205
Elizabeth Hall, Mhrray,
Rhupayne L. Adams, Rt.
3, Murray, William E.
Lightcap, Rt. 5, Benton
,Delores Jean Rudolph,
Rt. 1,Dexter.
Lynda G. Donelson, Rt.
6, Murray, Lena M.
Taylor, 1102 S. 16th, Murray, Michael C. Mathis,
Rt. 1, Bentim, Bradley M.
Haley, Rt. I, Almo,Steve
D. Bishop, 422 Hart Hall,
Murray, Billy W. Blasingim, Rt. 1, !Reiman,
Larry G. Gooch, Box
1004, Murray.
Barbara A. Durr, Rt. 3

Box 3300 Murray, Mark ta Rase, 1505 Danbury,
A. Stockton, 1601 Her- Murray.
mitage Place, Murray,
Fannie Steele, Calvert Ci- Bourbon Man
ty Convalescent, Robert
H.Etherton,011 S.9th St., Convicted
Murray, Etha M. Bailey,
GEORGETOWN, Ky.
Rt. 6 Box M..Murray,
Dora Mae Cossey, Rt. 2 (AP) — A Bourbon County man has been conBox 77,Cadiz.
victed of murder in the
1
Rt.
h,
Parris
B.
Yancy
Bar IR Cottage Grove, shooting death of a CynTenn., Fine M. Russell, thiana man last year.
A Scott Circuit Court
Rt. 1 Dover, Tenn., Anna
decided on Friday
jury
a,
P.Shankle,Rt. 1,Sedali
Erma L Bradley, Rt. 4 that Morgan Gilkey, 31,
Box 106, Murray, Ida was guilty of killing
Ellen McKinney, 1206 David Williams,25.
Williams was found
Olive, Murray,Ernest M.
in the back,head and
shot
62,Box
P.O.
,
Kelly
neck On a rural Scott
Oakton.
County road in July 1900.
A spokesman in the
10-04-81
County comScott
idons
Newborn Admis
Sheridan, Baby Boy monwealth's attorney office said Williams had ap(Jeanie),Rt. 1, Hazel.
parently traveled to the
sals
Dismis
Glenda G.Sholar, Rt. 1, site to complete a mariHardin, Judy A. Tucker, juana deal with Gilkey
Rt. 2, Murray, Sharon and some others.
The jury recommended
Lee Myatt, Rt. 2,Hazel,
Dlenda I. Crabtree, Rt. 2, that Gilkey be sentenced
Springville, Tenn., Roset- to 20 yearsin prison.

EKG Class To Be Offered

Cindy L. Allred, HIS,
Mayfield, Malcolm C.
Hulse, 7194 Poplar St.,
Murray, Tina Jackson,
Ftt. 5 Box 363 Murray,
Jeremiah Maynard, Rt.3
Box 3511,12 Paris, Tenn.,
Hal K. Kingings, 1106
lath St., Murray.
Wallace John Swan,21111
N. 13th St., Murray,Edna
J. Brooch,711 Stoty Ave.,
Murray, Teresa A.
Dillon, Rt. 8, Murray,
David B.Snow,1660 Ryan
Ave., Murray, Noble H.
Cox,Bx 12,Kirksey.

nurse
"Basic EKG Inter- -• licensed practitalbeginn
gain
to
wish
who
title
the
pretation" will be
of
edge
knowl
level
of a continuing education ing
interprogram to be offered by electrocardiogram
the Department of Nurs- pretation.
Faculty members for
ing at Murray State
ns will be
University on Oct. 21 and the two sessio
Crutchfield
ret
Marga
Oct.X.
,Hopkins; supervisor of
Scheduled from 8:30 the cardiac care unit at
am. to 2:30 p.m. in Mayfield Community
Mahn Hall (Nursing Hospital,and Anne Swan;
Building) each day, the assistant• professor of
program is open to nursing at Murray State.
registered nurses and Both are registered

S.

THE BARN RESTAURANT

nurses.
Janice A. Russell,
nurse administrator for
continuing education at
Murray State said participants may earn credit
for 10 continuing education contact hours by attending both days.
She added that the twoday program is designed
to facilitate- interpretation of basic EKG patterns and that it in-

tegrates knowledge of
nursing and mean and
methods of treatment for
recognizable arrhytinnias.
The fee for the program
is $20. Anyone wishing to
register should call
Janice A. Russell,
Department of Nursing,
Murray State University,
(5e2) 762-2194 as soon as —
possible since enrollment
will be limited.

Getting settled
.
made simossple
fads

Bas-tees dissm
after a Weal,WWIsal.
As your house, Ws EyJib Is help you make the
most of your ea noirbborhoed. Our slumping areas.
Cola- deity opportunities. Special attractioes. Lots
as iacts to save you time mad mosey.
Plus a basket of rifts for your family.
be listening for your sell.

The Born Restaurant will be featured on
"PM MAGAZINE"on WPSD-TV,Chennei 6,
WED.OCT. 14th - sao P.M.invite your friends
_ to foie you in welching.

WefeomeiT
Mary Hamilton 753-.5570

e lUng 492-8348

s., • •
••••.

svs-

•

•

• .1'4.

1141111411)

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 Wi ,
$11.50 Order
Both Witht•
$25.00 Order it
All 3 With • 1
S35.00 Order 1/'. 1'
1,j111, II
41;1111

P

1018 thre 10/14

Whits Closd

• Toilet

ssub
ri.7

IENcococi.
i

i

Hyde Park

Flay-O-Rich Rich N Cream

ICE CREAM
OLEO
TOMATOES
I '11 SPEARS
WHIP
TUNA

-

Blue Bonnet or Paricay

I
41
'JiJk

POTATO CHIPS

00 $239
Libby's Pumpkin Pie
•

•

lb.

Rosedale Whole Peeled

49c kim
89C FIXINS
99,JUICE

30 oz.

DUMPLINGS
MEATBALLS...
CRACKERS
SPEARS
GREEN BEANS
DETERGENT
MEAL

24 oz.

91)C
2 oz.
/
61

caneo
r
t\ nure

Nabisco Premium

Vlasic Kosher or Polish

99'
39c

U.S.Choice

Round $i 89
Steak U LB.

16 oz.

49 oz.$199

Aunt lemima %Rising

s.79'

With $1 2.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco S. Day Products

N

Colonial Powdered

Hyde Par" Fruit

ranC

do COCKTAIL
16 oz.$109
$ 629
25 lb.

1 7 oz.

lb• bin

RELISH

meal Time

99 DOG FOOD
_

89'

than S Lb.

SUG
untswee,
poromoAR

••••••

Sib.

I saved
a bundle
at Owens
Food Market

14
4
lam

•,;,"

Pork
Steak

U.S. Choice
Owen's Best
SBced Slob

Sirloin
Tip Steak

Grade "A" Mfrs Large

EGGS

B

acon 3 4 Lk Pit

73'
or
EGGS
111111111LMINIIIII

EGGS

1 39

EA
st

Owen's Best Deli Corned

Choice Sirloin Tip

Extra lean Ground
4

ROUND
3-4 lb. pkg.

th S OR
WIENER
BOLOGNA

POTATOES

10Ib.$1
"

Home Grown Sweet

. lb.

lb

$189

... lb.

lb $373

lb

RIBS

srs

MILK
FIo
MAGIC ONE

gal

$199
gol.

MILK

A"1"1,6

25c

2/49c

GN iciallIT
•

•

51 21

' Gol

BUTTERMILK

2

•• ....••••••".

Gol

51 21

folk
...1
199
gal

toCal MIK

•••:.„,
•
.7•
•
•••••••••

11

Hyde Pork

Baby Sens

Owen's
4I
"

5215

Hyde Pork Homogenized

.flc

Yellow..

$1" CHEESE

doz.

Hyde Pork Homogenized

U. S. No. 1 Idaho Baking

i.b $429
$329 telEelignNUTS

OMNI'S Best NU

Extra Leon Pork

tI/

. b.$429

BEEF
BEEF

Fields 1

CUTLETS

Owen's Best Deli Peppered

Owen's Best Deli Roost

Economy Ground

BEEF

,..

e.$473

BEEF
BEEF

•,•

Grade A Medium

LB

S.
ROAST

W794.

Grids'A' Large

$259
U.

2 liter Size

Limit 2

With Si 2.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobecco & Dairy Products/

24 oz.

Hyde Pork Blue lake Cut

Coca
Cola

-144,
'1410kAIL%

Sugar.

79c ,

Chef-Boy-Arde Spot.&

Star Kist

With $1 2.50 Adationol
Perchese flaming
Tobacco L Dairy Products

Hyde Perk

46 oz.

Sweet Sue Chicken-N

32 oz

4 Roll Pkg.

89C
4 oz.
/
201

Libby Tomato

Kraft Miracle

soc

19,

Big,John's Beans-N

28 oz.

Price of III. Cut Asparagus

tw pic
•

U.K 2

New Storellours
Mon.-Thurs. 8:00,1:90
Fri.-Sat. 8:00-8:00

•

I
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SUPPORT THE LAKERS
attend Friday night's game

Calloway County
Travels to
Reidland
for o 7:30 p.m. District Contest

Carroll Tire
Wheel Alignment
Info-Red Wheel Alignment
And Computerized Wheel Balancing
Your Michelin - Uniroyal-Multi-Mile
Tire Dealer
Murray, I
1105 Pogue Ave.
Val
753-1489

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

SHELTER INSURANCE

Go Get em Lakers!

(Formerly MIA)

Good Luck Lakers
from

University
Gulf

G

At Five Points
753-5782
u
L.D. Workman
Owner

•

Home & Form Owners-life-Auto
Commercial-Blue Cross
Terry Bros
Breech - Agents
310 S. 4th
Murroy, Ky. 42071

:Phone
(502) 753-4703

Murray
• Electric
System
Art 40 Len tcdki
gur
lsorinit
lloalittagh

64.1 N.

753-5602

',P.N. I nunidat, winner 8. 1901

rabi,s.ft Ult. 81111111 A% .ky.,I.r.ioutit a
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I.LEGAL NOTICE

NOTICE OF FINDING NO
SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON
THE ENVIRONMENT
City of Murray
Community Development
Block Grant
APPLICANT: City of Murray, City Hall Building,
Murray,KY 42071,(502) 750-1224
TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES,GROUPS AND
PERSONS:
The City of Murray proposes to request the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development tar
releaseFederal funds under Title I of the Housing
and Community Development Act of 1974 (PL 93383) to be used for the following project:
PROJECT: South Douglas Community Ftevitalization Project
PURPOSE: Revitalization of the South Douglas
neighborhood will involve the rehabilitation of
private properties, provide for adequate public
facilities, and acquisition and demolition,of structures whose rehabilitation is economically not feasible.
LOCATION: City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky
ESTIMATED COST: $450,000

•

It has been determined that such request for
release of funds will not constitute an action
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment and accordingly, the City of Murray has
decided not to prepare an Environmental Impact
Statement under the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 (PL 91-190). The reasons for such decision not to prepare such a statement are: (a) No
adverse effects were found in the project; ( bl
Ultimately the project will benefit the entire community;(c1 No new land use will be implied;(d) No
form of Wildlife or its habitat will be permanently
disrupted; and (3) No historic property or archeological site shall be altered or destroyed.
An Environmental Review Record respecting the
project has been made by the City of Murray which
documents the environmental review of the project
and more fully sets forth the reasons why such stateinent is not required. This Environmental Review
Record is on file at the Murray City Hall and is
available for. public examination and copying upon
request.
No further environmental review of the project is
proposed to be conducted prior to the request for
release of funds.
All interested agencies, groups and persons
disagreeing with this decision are invited to submit
written comments for consideration by the City of
Murray to the Murray Community Development office...
Such written comments should be received at the
Community Development office, 2nd Floor.of City
Hall on or before October 23, 1981. All such comments so received will tier considered and the City
of Murray will not request the release of federal
funds or take any administrative action on or within
the project area prior to the date specified in the
preceding sentence.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley, Chief Executive Officer,
City Hall, Murray, KY 42071

NOTICE TO PUBLIC
OF REQUEST FOR
RELEASE OF FUNDS
City of Murray
Community Development
Block Grant
APPLICANT: City of Murray, City Hall, Murray,
KY 42071,(502)753-1225
TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES,GROUPS AND
PERSONS:
On or about October 15, 1981, the City of Murray,
Kentucky will request the U.S. Departmentof Housing and Urban Development to release Federal
Funds under Title I of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974 (PL ).93-383) to be used for
the following project:
PROJECT: South Douglas Community Revitalization POroject
PURPOSE: Revitalization of the South Douglas
neighborhood will involve the rehabilitation of
private properties, provide for adequate public
facilities, and acquisition and demolition of structures whose rehabilitation is economically not feasible7-•,
LOCATION: City of Murray, Calloway County,
tic
tucky
ES'FIMATED COST: $450,000

1 LEGAL NOTICE

I LEGAL NOTICE

PUBLIC EXPLANATION OF
ACTION IN FLOODPUIN
The City of Murray, Kentucky has
decided to undertake the following project with Community Development
Block Grant funds from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development:
PROJECT: South Dough* Community
Revitalization Project
LOCATION: South Douglas Community, Murray, Calloway County Kentucky
A very small portion of the project is
located in a floodplain, but there is no
practicable alternative to this location
because:
a The project consists of demolishing the
old stockyards located in South
Douglas, which is an existing structure
in a very dilapidated condition.
b ) The structure is in a deplorable state of
disrepair and when last observed, it was
the home of many dogs and rats that
roam the neighborhood.
c) The structure cannot be rehabilitated into a viable, useful building.
d) The alternative of no action would be
totally inconsistent with the needs of the
people in the project area.
Additional information including a
more detailed project description, a
floodplain map and consideration of
alternatives is on file at the Community
Development office, City Hall, Murray,
Kentucky and is available for public inspection weekdays between 8:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m.
Comments on this decision will be accepted until 5:00 p.m. on October 23, 1981
and should be addressed to City of Murray,
c-o Mayor Melvin B. Henley, City Hall,
Murray,KY 42071.

Melvin B.Henley, Mayor
City.ofMurray,Kentucky
2 NOTICE

6. HELP WANTED
Warehouse worker Parttime 9:001:00 five days
Salary
per week.
negotiable. Action Personnel 753'-6532.

POEMS
WANTED
The Society of American
Poets in order to stimulate
membership is publishing a
book of poems.
if you have written a poem
124 lines or lessi and would
like to have it considered for
publication, send your poern
with a self addressed,
stamped envelope to Society
of Arneridcan Poets, P. 0.
Box 82542, Tampa, Florida
33682.

WNK.1 89.3
radio with
Special Sound.

FM
a

3 CAOiDQF TH_ANK$
The Family of Edwin
Oleksy wish to thank all
the neighbors,friends and
the Masonic Lodge for
their courtesy and Rev.
Benjamin Luther for his
sympathy in our time of
need.
Family of Sarah Oleksy
and Son.
5, LOST & FOUND
Lost in Kroger area small
shaggy female white and
brown Benii type wire
haired terrier. Please
contact Catina Williams
at 767 4006 or 753-8604.
6 HELP WANTED

An Environmental Review Record concerning the
project has been made by the City of Murray whicir
documents the environmental review of the project.
This Environmental Review Record is on file at the
above address and is available for public examination and Copying upon request.
The City of Murray will undertake the project
described above with the Block Grant funds from
the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) under Title I of the Housing
and Community Development Act of 1974. The City
of Murray,s certifying to HUD that the City of Murray and Mayor Melvin B. Henley, in his official
capacity as Mayor, consent to accept the jurisdiction of the Federal courts if any action is brought to
enforce responsibilities in relation to environment
reviews, decision making and action; and that these
responsibilities havebeen satisfied. The legal effect
of the certification is that upon its approval, the City
of Murray may use the Block Grant funds and HUD
will have satisfied its responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. HUD will
accept an objection to its approval of the rlease of
funds and acceptance of the certification only if it is
on one of the following bases: (a) That the certification was not in fact executed by the chief executive
officer or other officer of applicant approved by
HUD; or (b) That the applicant's environmental
review record for the project indicates omission of a
required decision, finding, or step applicable to the
project in the environment review process.
Objections must be prepared and submitted in accordance with the required procedures(24CFR Part
581 and may be sent to HUD at Louisville Area Office, P.O. Box 1044, Louisville, KY 40201.
Objections wto the release of funds on a basis
other than those stated above will not be considered
by HUD. Objections received after October 30, 1581,
will not be considered by HUD.
r

2. NOTICE

2, NOTICE

Information on Alaskan
and Overseas Employment. Excellent income
potential. Call 1-312-7419780. Ext. 6062. •
Shopping working
mothers. Daycare Satur.
weekday afterdays
noons and ewenings. Preschool children toddlers.
753-6988.
$350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. All ages. No
experience necessary.
For information send selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: Richard D.,
P.O. Box G84, Wakefield,
MaSSJI1B130
INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS???
Hostess; a needle craft
receive
demonstration
beautiful free gifts - free
lessons in latch hook, em
broidery, counted cross
stitch and needle point
Contact Lou Stroder at
502-436-2842. Don't Miss
out! Call Now! Today!
Affrgarcie
p-Olion for
man or woman of neat ap
Pearance
goadchatacter for pleasant
no lay-offs. Earn' ing Opportunity $250.00 to
$350.00 tolitart. Advance
ment good benefits.
Education or experience
not necessary.. ..Cal(
Paducah 443,6460 between
8 a.m. and 10 a.m. ONLY!
Ask for Mr. Miller.

•
WE BUY
Gold, Silver, Diamond rings, class
rings, etc.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Olym
Stildzo
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m
7517 1 13

•Come in and see
•..,t de selection
frames & mattes
•

OW•

of•
•

Studio •
•300Carter
1043in
753 8298
If youVould like to look
and feel like a new you at
tend the Lady Love Con
sultation at Gene & Jo's
Flowers Each Tues. &
Thurs. at 7 p.m. Free door
prizes..

ANIMALS
NEEDED
Dogs, Cots, Birds,
Monkeys ITC for TV
Coseneersiols - Col
(212) 757-6072. Or
apply 2-5 PM only
C4:0 World Predestines 211 W 56 St,
Saito 50, NY.

Sales clerk full time. App
ly in person only after 3
p.m. Thurs. and Fri. or
anytime Sat. Sammon's
Bakery.
Part-time babysitter
wanted. Send name, age,
references and phone
number to P.O. Box 621
Murray, Ky. 42071.

NEW
TALENT
Wonted for req Commercials. Coll (210)
757-6072 or apply 25 tin only. Cobh
World Productions,
211 W. S6 St., Saito 5
D, NY.
All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0984.
10 BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

OWN YOUR
OWN BUSINESS

SALES
UP 40-45%
in the inflation
proof, recession
proof,
2 BILLION
DOLLARS a year
security industry.
Reported in the
Wall Street Journal as a vowth
business for the
1980's. Market
Research Firm
estimates 19% annual growth rate
tluv 1985. Complete training and
company
assistance
available. We are
now planning expansion into the
Murray area and
can ltelp you
develop a highly
successful
business. Can be
operated full or
part time or-with
an existing

busines5. If you
want proof of how
we can help you
share in a booming
call
us collect at our
Regional Office in
New Albany,
Indiana 9óo
a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Not a franchise
(812_2_944-1882

WI X
TO

30

HOME FURNISHINGS 24. MISCELLANEOUS

34 HOUSES FOR RENT
BUSINESS RENTALS

Three bedroom home one
Stove, refrigerator,
ii-E-RO,SUN heaters
bath, dining, living room,
washer, dryer and 8inette Moonlighter, $154.99;
Business space for rent recently completely
set 498 8716.436 2805.
Radiant 8, $162.99; next to Tucker TV Sales remodeled. Fenced in
Four rooms of household Radiant 10, $209.99; Call 753 2900 or 153 4524
back yard, central gas
furniture for sale. French Radiant 36, f212.99;
heat, centrally located
$218.99;
Provincial living room Omini 85,
32 APTS. FOR RENT near university. 753-3763
suite, platform rockers, Director, $254.99. Wallin
after 3 p
Tenn,
Hardware, Paris,
coffee table, bedroom
47s.ti
.m1FiPLIES'
L VE STOCK
Large
one bedroom
suite, dinette suite, deep
freeze, refrigerator, WOOD HEATERS,, apartment' near hospital
'
clothes dryer and many -.deluxe cabinet, brick furnished or unfurnished.
lined fire box, cast iron Adults only, no pets. One two horse trailer.
other items.7534179. .
Prates and doors, lift off Lease and deposit re- Priced to sell. Call
Saturdays, some week Chair with ottoman,
cook surface top, $239.99. quired. Call 753-9208 after daytime 753 5671, nights,
radio
days 753-4953.
Two speed blower, $59.99. 4 p.m.
753-3430.
console, piano, sofa, twin
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Work at home jobs beds complete, 20 ft. chest
Nice large two bedroom Want to sell Jersey milk
Tenn.
available!'Substantial freezer. 753-1815 or 753SPECIAL SALE - Mar- furnished apartment. cow and a Jersey
earnings possible. Call 1535.
ble chips 50 lb. bag $1.99, Married couple only! No hereford 753 4676.
504 641 8003 Ext. 1316 for
pets! $150 00 deposit,
22 MUSICAL
spaghnum peat moss 4 cu.
information.
ft. bale $7.69, peat moss, $185.00 a month. Must Seven month old gaited
SITUATION.
W IriLicia
potting soil, top soil, cow have reference. Call 753- saddle colt natural recker
5962.
5400.00. Call 753-0224 after
manure 40 lb. bag $1.49.
Handyman will do odd
5p.m.
COAST
TO COAST Cen
Your
Are
jobs, also light hauling:
Furnished one bedroom
tral Shopping Center.
Invited
Phone 753-3810
apartment near, 38 PETS SUPPLIES
To A
Nikon 1386 zoom lens downtown Murray. 753Reliable babysitter will
-Golden Retreiver AKC
436-2844.
$180.00 Phone 527 1729 4109,
Litton
baby sit for infants to two
.registered one year old.
Benton.
years, day or night. Have
Two bedroom apartment Excellent with children.
Microwave
references. Phone 753
for rent, range, over, Very intelligent dog
Cooking School
8600
26 TV RADIO
refrigerator, dishwasher, $100.00. Doghouse also
Tuesday
Night
disposal, washer and available. Phone 753-9571.
House cleaning, efficient,
Oct. 13-7:00
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
dependable, references
REPOSSESSED
No pets. One year lease Six month old Black
759 4919.
and $225 deposit required. Great Dane, full
25" COLOR TV
Home Entertainment
$225 per month. Phone pedigree, trooped ears,
Will do cleaning. Houses,
Under Warranty,
fully obedience trained.
753-2622 or 753 3865.
offices, etc. Have
Center
take up payments
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753references. Call after
753-7575
6527.
CLAYTONS
12:00436-5606.
For rent two bedroom
Dog Obedience Workshop
753-7575
apartment $175.00 a
I will babysit or stay with
17th & 18th with or
Oct.
month. 1301B Peggy Ann. without dog. Covers how,
elderly people. 435-4233.
Call 7538411.
Nead lead guitarist to join
27. MOBILE
dogs learn and the most
I war babysitting. 767- country rock band. 759Nice furnished one modern training techniHOMES SALES
4385.
1799.
bedroom apartment. In- ques. How to get the most
Lead guitarist to join Fender
out of your "dog dollars."
12x65 trailer for sale. 1975 quire at 100 S. 13th St.
Mustang electric
Nationally known traincountry rock band. 759- guitar with
model, excellent
case
$295.00.
Newly, decorated one
director. Eight miles
1799.
Estroda Banjo with case condition. Two bedroom bedroom apartment ing
South of Murray at Glenand bath /2. Fully
$125.00
all
excellent
condi11 INSTRUCTION
$175.00 per month. Call dhenmere Kennels. 436_
tion. Phone 527-1729 Ben- carpeted. Call Brandon Spann Realty Associates
2858.
Dill, Dill's Tr, Ct. 7519104
Tutoring - certified ton.
753-7724.
or
nights
753-1551.
English instructor. -1&rust AKC DoberBlack
2years experience in cm14 x 70 With Lakefront apartment for man registered puppies,
23. EXTERMINATING 1980 FairMont
position, grammar,
7 x 11 ft. pullout. Three rent, Pine Bluff Shores. $85.00. Mother of puppies
excellent with small
literature. 753-6138.
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, gas, Box 1040E.
children. Call 159-4651
central air, $17,500.00. Newly
decorated one after 5 p.m
assume loan with ,Co
My
bedroom apartment
Will do tutoring. 143 yearS
ement of $199.38-354-.
1175per Month. Call Now taking depOsifS for
experience in education
6587. 354-8004.
Spann Realty Associates AKC Registered LaborWith Masters Degree.
dor Retreiver pups, solid
Also provide enrichment
12x64 three bedroom Ph 753-7724.
black. Call 753-8918 durlessons for advanced
bath newly carpeted, parstudents. Call 753-9650.
tially furnished. $4500.00 33. ROOMS FOR RENT ing business hours.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-4469.
AKC Registered
Partially furnished.
Spanish lessons, reading,
puppies. 759Doberman',
Utilities included. 20 4588 or 753-7637.
28. MOBILE
speaking, writing 767minutes walk from MSU.
HOME RENTALS
4385.
PM.* /11 1•,4
Located 406 S. 6th. 75341 PUBLIC SALE
4minswowir
Extra
nice two bedroom 6988
Private art lessons. Experienced teacher MA. 24 MISCELLANEOUS mobile home. Adults.
Yard Sale Fri. 1406
Small well kept court.
Degree in art Children
$95.00 monthli. 753-8216 HOUSES FOR RENT Sycamore 8-5.
and adults Phone 753Firewood reasoned oak after 5 p.m.
4161.
and hickory cut to order.
Two bedroom cottage, liv- Yard Sale - old electric
Bulk rates available. 753- For rent two bedroom
14 WANT TO BUY
ing room, kitchen, full train, bar stools,
house trailer on two
23
7585 or 753-7300.
acres. 280 East. Call 436- bath. Located at Paris bedspreads, curtains,'
Willet. maple chest of Wood burning stove
Landing on the Coast rugs, clothing for children
with
drawers and bed side fan and jatket. 2/
Guard Road. $125.00 a and adults, toys,
1
2 years
table. Call 753-8760.
month plus utilities. bookshelves, bed frame,
old. 345-2135.
Furnished two bedroom
Deposit required. 502-436- office suppllies, furniture
Want to buy small wood Raggedy Ann° dolls and mobile home with central
stuffed ,dolls for heat. $175.00 a month. 5353.
and much more. Thurs.,
burning stove. 527-7669.
Christmas. Various sizes Brandi's Tr. Pk. formerly
Three bedroom home for Fri. and Sat. Two miles
rent 1207 Kirkwood, 753- south of Murray on Hazel
Will buy pine trees. 753- and different prices. 1153- Moody's call 753-841.
8515 1618 College Fm. Rd.
Hwy.
5945.
3843 after 6 p.m.
STOVE BOARDS, heavy Two bedroom trailer for
Coldwater
. ARTICLES FOR SALE lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32" rent. Nice furniture, front 121 between
Mayfield. Two or Two or three
x 42", 515.99. 36" x 54", porch, can have chickens and
bedroom
bedrooms,
three
and
hogs-if you need to.
house. 907 N. 16th, Mur$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
FOR
refrigerator,
stove
and
$55.00 a month. 753-6791.
ray, 492-8225.
Paris, Tenn
dishwasher furnished.
SALE'
489-2775.
Call
Trailer for rent. See
Garage Sale Fri. and Sat.
Firewood
55 pieces 4 x 8 parOrder now and burn Brandon Dill at Dill's Tr.
8-??? Furniture, patio,
ticle board; two
eight rooms, bath,
House
seasoned wood this winter Ct.
shower and wood doors,
screened in back porch, bedspreads an
front end loaders.
436 2758.
drapes,
garden space, garage. clothes and
HEVING COOLING Been remodeled by City
753-5561
Kenwood KRC- 511 •••••••""
Community Develop- miscellaneous. 218
cassette receiver, KGCWoodlawn.
Do your Christmas Shop- 737, Grafic equalizer, 50
ment. Low income family
ping early. Leather waMamps. 5 months old.
wanted. Call 753-3685.
purses, wallets, jackets, Call 492-8659.
ANTIQUE
belts Custom made
Recently redecorated five
minor shoe repair. Mur- Full length Aigner leather
room house, city water
SHOW&
ray Leather Shop, Dix- coat. Size 16. Call 489$150.00. Couple, deposit
SALE
ieland Center. 759-9633.
and references. Call 7532394.
7551.
Hardy chrysanthemums
14 ft. fiberglass boat and
Oct. 1O& II
cushion type, many col
trailer
$150.00,
farm
Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Two houses near
ors. $3.95 to 14.95. Hoff'
trailer $125.00, firewood
InvenComplete
Sun. 1- p.m.-5 p.m.
University. $100.00
mans Nursery 94 East.
$25.00 4x8 rick you haul.
deposit, $108.00 per month
Buck
or
tory
Black & white t.v. 23 in. See at G. T. Brandon's
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
console $40.00, one gold Car Sales.
Stoves and p.m.
Murray Hiqh
cloth round chair $30.00, Four party yard sale Sat.,
Related Products
Four rooms and a bath
one gold platform rocker Oct. 10 8-4 next to
School
one mile out on Coldwater
$25.00. Call after 2 p.m. Crawford Service Station
Lowest Prices In State
501 Doran Rood
753-6759.
Rd. Excellent location. sp....I W,Bowl 111.1..
in Lynn Grove, Ky.
Or Kentucky
753-3179.
HOME FURNISHINGS
Save 50% to 80% on
irio-ammo-awneoanner
"ea
Kiln dried walnut lumber
this years home
Automatic washer and $2.50 sq. ft. Call 753-5562.:heating bills,
electric stove can be seen 5562.
at 205 N. 10th or phone
Contact Calloway Co.
753-6200.
Lombard chain saws and
Agent Steve Combs
service. Stokes Tractor,
The oldest and largest rnsiitifacturer and marketer of
753-4718 after 4:00 complete liquid fertilizer ikelpanding its sales and serBlue sofa -bed makes Industrial Rd.
queen-size bed. Also gold
p.m. or may be seen vice operations in this WA.immediate openings for
used refrigerator. Both in Custom made rifle case,
Bueil Stoves on Crop Service Representatives and District Managers
at
good condition. 753-5383.
slings, leather clothing.
(full or part time). Excalent COMmissioned earnings
Cadiz Hwy. 68 (next
Murray Leather Shop,
potential and opportunity for ndvaricement with this
Green couch for sale. Dixiel; id Center. 759to Red Ace)
fast-growing company. Good sales support provided.
Good condition. Call 759- 9633.
Cadiz, Ky. Phone 522- Understanding of Oculture helpful, but willingness'*
4655 after 4:30 any weekoffer high quality product and customer service proRural
mail
boxed,
used,
6891.
day.
gram to farmer friends and neiditiOra is most essential.
in very good condition. 85
For immediate consideration sold Romeo To
to
sell,
only
$2.00
each
3
Frigeradaire refrigerator
for
$5.00.
502:4.42-1727.
15 Cu. ft. frost free, copAthol
pertone color $100.00. Call
Vansiiiiie-box and sink,
Stewart Dickerson
Woroboeso
753-4091.
cabinet $100.00. Men's 26
Rt. 2, Box 191
in. 3-speed bike $30.00.
Storer Spero
NopkinsvKle, Ky. 42249
Used furniture and ap
Two 19 in. black and white
inset
pliances, bedroom suites, tv S40.00 each. 753-4901
NA-CHURS PLANT F000 COMPANY
dinette sets, wood dining CHIMNEYS, ALL
@yogi opportunity 8,"1:001 ,
NALNeOPI
753-47311
fuel,
room suite, desk, stack triple wall pipe, 6"
x 30",
washer & dryer, 120.99; 8"x30",
refrigerater, stove, installation kit, 6",529.99;
$29.99;
dryer, baby beds, trunks, 8", $42.99.
Wallin
couches, odd beds, chairs, Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
end & coffee tables, base
& dishes cabinet, carpets Wood for sale $25.013 a
with pad. Carlaway Fur- rick. Call 489-2101 or 489r
2231, ,.
Needed - person to do
floor maintenance, six
nights per week $160.00
per week plus advance
ment, Murray area. Must
have a good working
knowledge of cleaning
chemicals & floor equipment. Send resume to
Memphis,s33ec36retHaicrk Tenn.y
4rVt_itein
w
mieP
15mo
la
. cs
et,

CLAYTON'S

MIME"

,

MURDER

Kelley's Termit

& Pest Control

$1.00

SALES and SERVICE
IN AGRICULTURE

Early Bird Specials
On

University
Barber Shop -5th Year Anniversary
Don Kilcoyne, owner of the University
Barber Shop would like to take this opportunity to thank each and everyone for
their contidued patronage. Don is back in
full strength dier iusurgery in July:
Don invites all to come by for a hair.cut, a
layered cut or a Morison) Style 50 Cents
Off on all supplies with this ad Acid
balance shampoo and conditioner by
Markam
753-1953
309 N. 16th, Moo To Granny's Porch. Monty of
Frio Parking.

Car & Home Stereos
Shop An Your Big Stores,
BUT SHOP WITH US!
"We Service What We Sell"
Lay &wily Plow for Cbristmes

"World of Sound"
4.222 So. 12th

753-5865

•
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!E'S SUPPLIES

Garage Sale SeC only.
,Couch and chair, stereo.
miscellaneous 'items.
Sherwood Forrest 753 AKC Registered coney
pups. 247.7246.
1552.

3r
.
MX 31E
41

43. REAL ESTATE

PUBLIC SALE

Appealed'leg.
and Son.
RON TALENT
REALTOR

WELL
DRILLING

I
,

44 LOTS FOR SAL(

Sat. Oct. 10th at 10 C1.7n. Y2 mile west
of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwy.94.

Will sell o large lot of glass show cases, plate
glass shelves. Display cases, lots of new trinkets
and gift items. Large house of furniture. 2 bedroom
suits, odd beds, couches chairs, like new recliner,
tables, idmps -1 lot of nice old quilts, pictures, like
new - color TV, automatic wahser, refrigerator,
; stove, heaters, small appliances, large lot of hand,
shop and carpentry tools, cost iron skillet, 40 gol.
cast iron kettle, lots of glass and chino, 12 go.
single borrel shotgun, 4 metal scaffold bucks. Lots
more good items. For info call.

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-4128 Lynn Grove

SUPCR ASSUMPTioNst Yes. . you can!
There ore'-ofternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in'many
cases they ore more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods.
These alternative
methods will become
increasingly popular in
the next decode. As
overage home prices
and prime mortgage interest rates increase,
the demand for alternative methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, more. than 50%
of all real estate transactions involve one or
more alternative financ. meing tuettrods.
thods that are
/beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of property. . . methods
available tb you.

LORETTA ,J01111„ REALMS
12(0 Syc4966.4
Moms li.entuclry 42071
1502) 75 1492

AUCTION SALE
641 Auction Sale, Hwy.641 North Paris,
Tenn. Every Friday night at 6:30 p.m.
This week: oak rocker, kitchen cabinet, several
rockers, baby bed, tables, oak youth bed, picture
frames, iron, glassware, box fulls and much more.

Auctioneer: Lorry Boucum No.646A
Shorty McBride 247

AUCTION
Oct. 10th 10 A.M.
Location 1 mile smith of Dremlea,-Tomt. on
Highway 54.
Selling will be app. 104 acre farm about
half in cultivation .1370 CASE tractor
1147 hrs., 1410 CASE' 1379 hrs. 430
JOHN DEERE 410 MASSEY FERGUSON
Combine, 1966 Dodge Truck with
Midwest dump bed 2. 3500 bushel groin
bins plus discs, planters, sprays, trailer
and much much more. For more information contact Dresden Real Estate and
Auction P.O. Box 41 Dresden, Terressee
38225 or call 901-364-3821. All announcements made day of sale will take
precedence over all advertising.
For more information contact

Dresden Real E
Estate and Auction
P.O. Box 41 Dresden; Teinmsses 38225 or call
901-364-3821. Al mmommements mods iiey of
sale will take precedence over al advertising.

Auction sole Saturday, Oct. 10 ot 10 a.m.at
Rd. between Highway 121 and 94. Watch for auctioa Apes.
Will offer for sole round dining table end six captoin chairs, coach, loveseat,
recliner, and table, color TV,lamps, Wolter's' bed,twin beds, odd chest;old bite,
lee* aloes, pictures, picture hones, bellicose, nature beak two Sower roe.
large
droners, old NaKossal GeorarapItic iisograbses, good stoma
isomerism with pump,fear mow teat, gas camp stem Gleams lanterss, lee close,
fold up table, lava chain, pienk table, geed Iowa 'newer, Mr,weed it.,Is.,
pens dish.., severwork ammo alum.,
Owlet bowls;ceps, silver troy, pots ••4
wee briny, ka404 proles/or, sales, hesedu.'-selk----„=.4=S61Ailsevr Reensigtes
20 gorge wilt wanner pomp, two lb gess, Lernberrend.lbsessibe *sin sews,
wire, motel tense pest, heed arkiveter,fishing ensipment, heed end porde.teas.
seMew/ sitar item net listed. Eats end MIAs ntellable. Set responsible for •
eidents.Seliceediseted by

Dan Miller's
Service.
Auction
your audios see& eaN 435-4144, Lyme Grove, Ky.
7of

For more issfonaatioa and
Licensed and bonded he Ky.toad Tema. Dest Miller,ouctiorreer.

New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
built-in appliances..Must
sell. $30,000. Call 489-2670.
Three bedroom two story
house for sale. Aluminum
siding priced right. 4892414.
Sik room two bedroom
,home for sate, built in ap
pliances near shopping
center. Corner lot. Phone
753-1276 or 753-1528.

I

Go west,
Young Man
Beautiful 3
bedroom executive home on
Highway 94 just
West of Murray City Limits.Formal
dining room,living
room, den, large
game room,
tastefully
decoratedthrougho
ut. Private setting
and convenient
location. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty in Murray.
HOME AND
130 ACRES
130 acre farm with
attractive 2
bedroom home
and several outbuildings only 8
miles southeast of
Murray. Acreage
includes approximately 55 tendable acres. Being
sold to settle
estate. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty, for Real
service in Real
Estate.

AUCTION theSALE
Jobe Ellis bone on Sotiurwa'th

47.. MOTORCit-LES

Custom -made leather
WOW! Almost one acre, jackets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Murmostly bankaige Calloway ray
Leather Shop, DixCounty, Ky. Only ieland
Center. 759-9633.
$1,000.00. Write DJM P.,
0. Box 391947 Miami • Beach Fla. 33139
1977 750F Honda good condition. Best offer. Call
45. FARMS FOR SALE 767-2758 or 753-5708. For relif, tease,-or sale. 80' 1979 Honda Odyssey price
,
acre cattle farm near reduced. 436-2540.
toss
. so-hay tor ft-a I3OPtofl4&
combination road aficl
sale. Call 753-0662.
40 acre farm, half mile from. trr!! bike. Excellent
town on 94 East. six tenths of. condition Call 4372741. •
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
49. USED CARS
teodable, 17 timber. For more
information call Purdorn & 1973 Ambassador
Thurman Rear Eitate:733- automatic, power steer
4451; Susy Wells, 7531585 or ing, brakes, excellent
condition. Phone 759-1789.
Geneva Giles,753-6557.
1973 Ford station Wagon
Secluded farm stead. 60 full power, air condition,
acres include marketable good running condition.
timber, tobacco base. 1375.00. 753-9673.
Tobacco barn to accommodate 3600 sticks, 8 1973 Pontiac one owner,
stall stock barns, sulpher low mileage, cheap. 436springs and good well. 5876.
Large well constructed
older farm house. Just 1948 Dodge sedan four
right to be remodeled into door excellent condition.
a beautiful home. Large Priced right. 4363434.
foyer with open stair case
leading to bedroom on se- 1972 Torino excellent conc on d• floor. Two dition, good mechanically
fireplaces, plus electric $600.00. 753-2615, 759-4532.
heat. Large kitchen, 8x20
sun room. All this for only 1972 Torino excellent con
155,000.00. Call Spann dition. Good mechanicalRealty Assoc. for deans ly. 753-2615. 759-4532.
753-7721.
1965 Rambler six cylinder
S320.00.759-1799.
SAL
HOMES
FOR
46.

PROPERTY fa•NACENINT

AUCTION
SALE

sunnr"..717.....VIMloan
10,1 percent Three
bedroom brick, family
room with fireplace. P.41
bath, closed garage, fenc
Id in back yard, neat and
clean, good location
14591300 down and.sunny
loan Sall 79 5562.

,New houses in Canterbury. Comer financing
with 2596 et ft percent in
Wrest. 753-3672.
Three bedroom home one
bath, dining, living room,
Greet location greet recently completely
price. You get over noo remodeled. Fenced in
sq. ft. in this brick three back- yard, central
gas
bedroom two bath coun- heat, centrally located
try home with an oversiz- near university.
753-3763.
ed living room, lege
family room plus House tor sal* furnished
separate dining room. or unfurnished, carpet
Low utility bills with the throughout,I large bedrooms
Iwo wqpii burning stoves. and large liviNg
Also has central air, fenc- room. Dining foam,
ed yard, garage and attic kitchen, bath room,
storage space. Relax and utility room and built in
let your family spread out car garage. 1 1,2 blocks
over 11
/
2 acres and only from M.S.U . Look it over
Iwo minutes from town. and give me a bid. No real
` Call today, Spann Realty' estate brokers please. 206
S 15th, 759 4702.
Assoc. 753-7724.
Home for Sale by owner,
•
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, 'immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
sq. ft living area. Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 5547580. Ask for Ken Adams.

sr

Yard Sale 608 S. 910 St.
Fri. and Sat. In case of
rain will be held the
following weekend. 7532296.

• 46.HOMESIVIIMP 49- USTOTART

Yard Sale Sat. I-S. Four Six ream two bedroOm
miles northu on 1124 kerne ter sale, built in appliances near
formerly 641 Hwy.
s
center, cornow hot=
Yard Sale 722 Elm Fri. 753-1276 or 751101.
and Sat. 8-5. Also haus,
torrent.

1C
Moving Sale 313 S. 10th St. -7137n3Frrwind
Fri. and Sat. Furniture,
clothes all sizes, antiques. Apples for sale. Sweet cider
Tucker Orchardi Landfill
Garage Sale Fri. and Sat. Rd. Call 489 2467 to reserve
8-5. Turn off 121 in Col- order
Garage Sale Fri. and Sat.,
dwater onto Hwy. 1836 to
Oct. 9-10 8 a.m.-6p.m. 211
4th house on left. Old 41. PUBLIC SALE
S. 12th. Three piece
dresser, fats Of baby Yard late 1100 Olive
clothes and dishes.
Fri. and Sat.,9-5 p.m. 753- bedroom suite, odd
tables. mirror picture,
11115. Four party garage sale Yard Sale Oct.9 and 10 at owns and ladies clothes,
Fri. and Sat. 8-??? Everett Inman Service paper back books. Shoes,
Children and adult Station at' Hardin across miscellaneous and a few
clothes of all sizes, fur- from the 4-Way Freeze. antiques.
niture, dishes, toys,coats, Brand name clothes for
/
2 entire family, furniture, Free Set Up For Flea
jewelry, bicycles, etc. 11
mile on Hwy. 280 off of 94 dishes, jewelry, coin Market Sat., Oct. 10th at
East, four houses on the purses, drapes, sheers, Mother Goose Antiques
/
2 miles west of
right down from East electric appliances, Hwy. 79 11
Elementary School 753- cameras, jewelry boxes, Paris Landing State
Park.
1207.
shoes and bags to match Yard Sale Fri. and Sat.
all sizes. Much Moving Sale Fri., Sat.,
dors
all
5. Two riding mowers much more! In case of Sun. 911. We have lawn
both running, color t.v., rain will be Oct. 14, 15.16
and garden equipment,
nice boys infant through 2
tools, clothing, furniture,
toddler clothes, mens and Yard Sale Sat. 8-4 at 1803 boat and trailer, utility
ladies * clothes, lots of Wiswell Rd. Electric trailer. East on 280 betmiscellaneous items. motors, chain saws, ween 6 and 7 mile
Toys. Take 94 East to stereo, needle work, girls marker. Or call 436-3632.
Junc. 280 then to Outland designer jeans, brownie
School House- Rd., 4th and girl scout uniforms,8-NEW USTINZ
house on left. Canceled if track tapes, much more.
11/2 story brick, 2100
•
rain.
Garage Sale 220 sq. ft. of living space, 2
Carport Sale Fri. and Sat. Woodlawn Sat. and Sun. acres. Brown's Grove
9-M Items priced to sell. Canceled if rains.
area.only $38,000.
1302 Vine.
Yard Sale Sat. 8-??? at
We manage Rental
2214 Gatesborough Cr. Property for others
Little girls size 6 months
to 2 toddlers, men, people for a small fee.
women, boys and girls
You'll like our Serclothes like new,
vice.
We specialize in household items,
never rust Plastic bedspread and drapes,
Wells. Install water bean bag chair,etc.
lines and water
Yard Sale at 102 S. 10th,
• Fri. only.
supply systems.
ROYSTER
& MCALPIN
WELL DRILUNG
9011-364.146.

•

TIMES. Ilmirmla .41esuhrr 8. 1111

Two bedroom house for
sale or rent. Call 753-0412.
Very nice three bedroom
11
/
2 bath house with carport. Priced in the 30's.
Also four bedroom
custom built home in
Canterbury. Call 753-3903.

CARPET CLEANINGGFree estimates Safest tea
references Vitale Vac
steam or outck dry clean
ing LEE'S CARPET
Cl FateiNG, 733 mat
AAA CUSTOM MADE
t975 Buick Limited, 113.011e CABINETS, bookcases.
music-. centers. et':
mews 1)095 00 /53 9710
Reasonable 436 7366
1977 04cfs Delta 2
Concrete and blocks and
door, locolly owned
Basements
brick
draMiggi+V'Sidewalks ma
storm cellars. 20 years
experience and free
estimates /33 3476
Insulation blown in by
Sears. Save on these high
heating add cooling bills
1106 w 61,344
7'335315
Call Sears 753 7310 for
free estimate

MINNS
01.1911111LE
PONTIAC
CAOILLAC

50,USE TRUCKS
len internationaL farm
truck. 14 ft flat bid price
$253000. Call 79-8061
1971 Ford F100 pick up six
cylinder $2900.00 or best
offer. Call 75353.73.
80 -GMC Van conversion.
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into
bed), rally wheels,
custom paint and cap
tains chairs. 13,000 miles.
Reply to 753-5014.
1974 Jeep, CJ5 27,000 ac
tual miles, hard-top, gum
bo mudders, small VI, 3
speed. Call 753-7788.

General Home and
Mobile Home Repair, 15
years experience
Carpentry and concrete,
plumbing. roofing, siding
Free estimates No iob to
small Days 474 2359,
nights and weekends 474
2216
Import auto salvage parts
for most wreion cars
Have used tires, bat
teries, etc 474 7325.

Professional
paperhanging, painting
farm buildings, top. sides
Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
Farris 759 1987

1966 Chevrolet truck 283
engine good condition.
1-475.00. 753-1736.
Three 1970 Ford two ton
trucks. 489 2271.

Oult-Op Sileelos
ofccccces. All work
toed. Free
Frinetes Cal 7$9•1859
er 753-6

1966 Dodge 100 V-8 pick
up automatic drive
$250.00. Call 489-7327.
1978 Jeep Renegade -Cj 7
low mileage 7534617
After A-00
p•m •

1981 21 ft. Kayot Pontooni
boat with motor. Used 2/
1
2
months, good price. Call
753-9572 after 4:30 p.m.
73 ft. Cruiser. 759-1987
after 5 p.m.

K & g Stump Removal.
Do you need stumps
removed from your yard
eift
Or- arld Ct*3t'eOf
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24- below
the ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call.
for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 4351343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr 435 4319.
Small Engine Shop has
moved to 1001 E. Glen
dale. Fixes chain sa%fis,
tillers, and lawnmowers.
All small motors. Phone
753-4590.

14 ft: boat, 35 hp. Johnson
electric start motor,
trailer, trolling motor and
hi-speed depth finder. Ex
cellent condition. Will
also sell separately. Call
753.9235 after 3:000.m

Boy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets, wood
working,furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars. If its wood work
ing call 753 4124.

A--_.51CAMPR5

1976 GAAC Midas motor
home 22 ft. long, excellent
condition. , Sleeps six,
$9000.00. • Call 247 4170
after 5:30 p.m.

52 BOATS & MOTORS

tSERVICES OFFERED
Misner's Clean-up Ser

vice. Yards, basement..
and garages. Clean-up
and odd jobs. Phone 7538600 or 753-1881.

CARPET COLOR
RESTORATION

Don't replace still serviceable
carpets due to color fading.
Restore color for brighter new
looking carpet. Call for Free
Estimates.

1534148 It 153-4411
-4 .741111
o44V t
g

)
I

4'
•

'Fel Bibs *Thornlessilockherries
'Sines libsoods es MaiImm) 'New pimss
'Nerdy Mum $1.50*Pinceldlo $2.99
*Catty: One Giese 10/$1.00
'Ilimping Baskets
lisgistw fur free plows
te IN Ores rosy each
'Niers: 4-S Closed See*.
901.712-3406

Aluminum Service Co.
aluminum sad vinyl
siding, custom trim

work. References. Call
Will Ed Bailey, 7530689.
All your plumbing and air
conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing and concrete Alt
work done to satisfaction
753-9$n-

APPLIANCE SERVICE
K ENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL,
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
years experience, Bobby
Hopper, Bob's Appliance
Service 203 S. 5th St. 753
4872 or 753-88$6.

r.

Guttering by Sears. Sears
continuous gutters install
ed per your specifica
Notts. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate.
For all your upholstery
needs call Wayside
Upholstery. We do fur
niture, cars, re-creational
vehicles, boats, and so
forth. Experienced • and
qualified in all these lines
Many fabrics and vinyls
to chepse from. Call Euel
and Marie Kimbro 753
5361 or 753-6488.

CARPET CLEANING

We Shampoo carpets
guaranteed references,
reSionable 759-9633.

Hutchens
Plant Farm
901-713406
UXATII415 MILES war Of
11•ZIL, ET. TURN MIST AT
Iran UNI RIT-R1 NAM,
00IN MEL TURN EDT
I NU.

4is
.Alif

a."

Free commercial strength soil
and water repellent with
'minimum 100 set. ft. Offer expires Nov. 15, 1981: Call for
free estimates.

PIERCEALL CLEANING
148 159-4411

AUCTION

ESTATE UQUIOATION
SATURDAY,OCT. 10T14, AM.
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Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Will sharpen hand saws, Sears For free estimates
chain saws and skill saws. call 753 2310
cal, Grovel, Sand,
Call 753-4656.
Lime on(
redonio
MOBILE HOME
Will inspect and clean ANCHORS underpinning,
in 753 4776
chimneys. 498 8958. _
roof's sealed, patio awn
ings, and house type roofs Will remove dead or un
wanted trees Call for free
ALCOA ALUMINUM for mobile homes 753 estimates before 2:30
SIDING or vinyl siding 1873. Jack Glover.
753 5484
and trim. Aluminum trim Steam cleaning portable
for brick houses. Jack motors equipment shop 55 FEEDLSEED
Glover 753.1873
floors garages house
siding roofs tiler shake, Cleaned and bagged
metal, mildew removing. Heart seed wheat Good
SAWDUST
Pierceall Cleaning 753 germ Call 489 2796 or 489
eta km snick Seed
2563 after 6 p m
8148 759 4471.

Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum clean
ed from your driveway
.Industrial, residential, pr
commercial,.24 hour.ser
vice. call 753 5933. •

,

"WOO

1

Johnson's Electric. Com
ITIffCial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing 753 7703

Fence sales at Sears now,
Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimate for your
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass needs
Supreme -Power, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM cassette, Carpet Cleaning. Clear
rear defog, low mileage. odor free carpet, last
753-8512.
longer and smells better.
Delivered. CA sifter S
1973 Monte Carlo needs For free estimates call
Carpet Cleaning._ p.m. 901-442-7067.
body work $250.00. 753- ieff's
753-9826. Experienced and
5899.
reliable.
Bur Dot Ceramics. Open
For sale 1971 Ford Galax9:00 a.m. til 10:00 p.m.
, P & D Lawn Service Mow
ie. Good tires and body, - ing, small tree and hedge
Monday-Friday. Classes
great running condition. trimming. Free
and supplies. 474-2708.
Cali 492-8974.
Automobile mechanic
Estimates. 436 2997
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline engined
trucks. All work done
aranteed. Call 437 4546.

.

HOUSE AND 110
acres
A ti ractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home
and 80 acres
located 13 milesof Murray. Land includes'
several acres of
good limber and
approximately 30
tendable. Ofreed at only
$62,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main.

lailyZaSEULE0nA,E13 VICES OF FE R ED g R VICES OF FE E

test Chevy two door, 327
low barmy, straight loot,
Isom miles* original in
telex. dark blue, were
wheels wok 00 753 4530
or 753 4070

PIERCEALL CLEANING
ASSUMABLE
LOAN
Quality, beauty
and convenience
are a few of the adjectii%s that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean
and features a
family room,
fireplace with
'wood stove, beat
pump and central
air. Located 1 mile
north of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
,$44,5Q0_ through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.

30310

Need work on your trees?
rIpping, pruning.--Moping, complete removal
and more. Call BOVER'S
TREE SERVICE,for pro753fessional
- $536.
SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18"24"
available. $27.50 *a rick
delivered. -Call John
Boyer at 753 8536.

Toy Lee Barnett

HORNBUCKtt BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. RISK St.(Atm.hew CmimumMi Cason)
Swishing in Senior Cithess
Nikons S1.25
Open Hovrs
Mon., Toes., Timers., Fri., Set.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

ANTIQUE AU

I

Saterdey, October 10, et 10 e.E., the.
Ski.., Mr. RINI Mrs. Tem (led)Scroggs ore
eistMes selected over the post nomal
years. Location: /
3
4 mi. mob of Hazel, ET, on
Hwy. 441.
Will Sell: 1961 Buick LaSabre, 4
dr., good cond.
AntiqUes.: Round oak dining table,
therry jelly cupboard; kerosene
aladin,.gas & Rayo lamps; walnut &
oak lamp tables, oaK library table
wofluted legs & brass claw & ball
feet, oak rockers, camel trunk,
photo album, 2 metal ice boxes,
barber chair, pie safes, the best old
.
lap robe, oak wall telephone & call
box, 4 drawer spool cabinef,
Atwater-Kent radio, wicker wheel
chair; pressed, pattern, carnival &
cobalt glassware; several patterns
& pieces depression, dinner bell, tea
kettle, bean pot, 3 sizes gypsy ket
ties, German & Bavarian china, set
of.6 dining chairs, double barrel
sitotgun w/rabbit ears, copper wash
broiler w/lid, Seth Thomas weight &
Sessions mantle clocks, split egg
basket, crock jars, jugs & churns,
Duncan Phyfe drum table; (brown,
green & B/W) milk pitchers,
preserve stands, car.nivai weer set,
butter mold, lanterns, brass hames,
picture frames, straight razors,
granite ware, quilts, morninglory
hot% for music box, brass fireplace
fender, corn shelter, dough tray,
large chamber pot, mason fruit jar
(Nov. 30, 1858) and many other
small pieces,
This is one of the better auctions plan to be with- us. Lunch available.
Not responsible for accidents. If you
are planning art auction call for

lob W.(Frosty) Miller
Aoctioneer
•
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1890's Ice Cream
Parlor

v.:r/
tgr

Open 9:3010:00 Mon.-Thurs. •
9:3011:00 Fri. & Sat.
1 1:30-9:00 Sun.

OFF

Fri!;loy & Saturday

On All

753-7743

Come By
For Your
FREE
Ice Cream Cone

Men's & Ladies Clothing

Several _Styles to Choose From
Shirts, Sweaters, Linens, etc.
Patches and Custom Work

Fri. & Sat.
*Try Our Delicious
Fried Chicken

•

air

TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
GENTLEMEN AND LADIES

• Bring it by the Ice Crean Parlor

4uvuemmtwOMMONIXEMONIMINW

ASSAM

.;...•<*e~4.fteSSONS
:g*

Murray Leather

Starewide
Sale ,

*Music Boxes *Humorous Gifts
*Jewelry

Belts & Custom Orders,

111PriggAgijQa

."If Its Leather We Can Fix It
*Custom Leather Work *Saddle and Harness Repair
•Cf•

Free Gift Wrapping

Layaway

9-5 Daily

759-9633

SMOMMAIISEAMMA,NSMOS
.
„t..i.M.MON

•Recrords•Tapes•Stereos
One Group

20% Off Accessories
*Expert Repair On All Makes
*Sales * Service *Parts
*New and Used Bicycles

DIXIE LAND CENTER
CHESTNUT STREET
753-0113

For All Your
Hair & Skin
Care Needs

i5
IOU)

$539 ,ke
-7- Al!.
r-N1` T-Shirts
$399

41 Fashions
753 7441

aAms00%
sAK DEN

m
(1)

m

753-0317

GO MSU

1
1()

Sunset
Boulevard
Music

"We Wish To
Serve You in The
Most Professional
Way Possible"

o

U.T. MARTIN SALE ON
SPECIALLY TAGGED
ITEMS
THROUGHOUT THE
STORE
NEW LOCATION
DIXIELAND SHP.CTR.
10-5 DAILY MURRAY
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*Brass Items *Luxurious Towels
*Designer Sheet Sets

5% Off On All

Entire Stock

753-8738
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is having a
drawing for a
$15.00 Gift Certificate
and..
is offering

20 & 30% Off
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*Get Your Christmas
Order In Early
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We are extremely pleased
that these new businesses
have joined the fine group
already established in the

Dixieland
Center.
If you are looking for an excellent location for *a retail
business, contact:

753-7972(Days) or
s 753-3018 (Nights)

The'Dixieland Center
directly adjacent to MS11 Campus on
Chestnut St.
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0Off Storewid

•Coats•Sleepwea r
•Playtex
'Sportswear by
Jantzen, Act
Douglas Marc, Jeane Durell,
Talbott Knitt
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Town & Country
Dress Shop
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October 9th & 10th
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Cross-stitch books
cross-stitch materials
cross-stitch frames
- cross-stitch embroidery
dioops
cross-stitch needles
cross stitch kits
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20% DISCOUNT
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753-11859

Come On In
and Draw
For A
Curling Iron
To Be Given
• Away FREE

The Beauty Box
753-7132
Sharon Kelso, Fay Hurt-Owners
•Neecy Porker *Diane Butler *Shama Bybee
Spicelend •Cisrly GiNs
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